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Abstract 
The (in)equational properties of iteration, i.e., least (pre-)fixed point solutions over cpo’s, are 
captured by the axioms of iteration theories. All known axiomatizations of iteration theories 
consist of the Conway identities and a complicated equation scheme, the commutative identity. 
The results of this paper show that the commutative identity is implied by the Conway iden- 
tities and a weak form of the Park induction principle. Hence, we obtain a simple first order 
axiomatization of the (in)equational theory of iteration. It follows that a few simple identities 
and a weak form of the Scott induction principle, formulated to involve only inequations, are 
also complete. We also show that the Conway identities and the Park induction principle are not 
complete for the universal Horn theory of iteration. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose that A = (A, <) is an w-cpo with least element I, so that each w-chain in 
A has a supremum. Then for each nonnegative integer n, the set A” equipped with the 
pointwise order is also an o-cpo with least element (I,. . . , I). Recall that a function 
f : A”+p + A” is w-continuous if f preserves the sups of w-chains. Since the w- 
continuous functions on the CO-cpo A are closed under composition, and since the 
projections are o-continuous, they form a structure Th,(A) called a Lawvere theory, 
or theory for short. 
When A is an CO-cpo with a bottom element, the theory Th,(A) can be enriched 
by the pointwise ordering. Suppose that f ,g : n -+ p in Th,(A), i.e., f and g 
are o-continuous functions AP -+ A”. (The arrows are reserved for technical reasons 
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mentioned below.) We define f <g iff xf <xg for all x E AP. Given f : n + n + p 
in Th,(A), Elgot’s fixed point equation in the variable 5 : n + p (see [13]) 
r = f . (L lp) 
has a least solution. Let ft denote this least solution. Then for each y E AP, yft is 
the least value x E A” for which 
i.e., yf t is the least pre-fixed point of the map z H (z, y)f, z E A”. Since the theory 
Th,(A) is equipped with an iteration or dagger operation 
f :n+n+pHft :n + P, 
it is an example of a preiteration theory. Complete axiomatizations of the equational 
properties of iteration in o-continuous and other theories which arise in computer 
science were obtained in [15, 16, 191. Each of these axiomatizations is equational. By 
adding the inequation 
Lp 6 J 
to the equational axioms, one obtains a complete axiomatization of the inequational 
theory of iteration in the ordered setting. Here, 1, is an abbreviation for the constant 
(1, @ O,)t which in theories Th,(A) is interpreted as the least function AP + A”, i.e. 
the constant function with value (I,. . . , I) E A”. 
Models that satisfy all of the equations which hold in the w-continuous theories are 
called iteration theories, [3,4, 151. All known equational axiomatizations of iteration 
theories consist of a the Conway identities and a complicated equation scheme, the 
commutative identity. (See below for an explanation of the term Conway theory.) In 
contrast, there exists a simple first-order theory, in fact a universal Horn theory, whose 
equational part captures the equational properties of iteration theories. It is shown in 
[6] that the Conway identities and the GA-implication 
ftt =stt~ftt=(g.(ft,l,+,))t, f,g: 1 +2+p, 
are complete, i.e., the variety generated by the class of theories satisfying the Conway 
identities and the GA-implications is the class of iteration theories. But this axiom- 
atization has a serious defect. The standard models Th,(A) do not satisfy the GA- 
implication unless A is a singleton. On the other hand, there is a simple implication 
which is satisfied by all of the standard models Th,(A), namely the Park induction 
principle [3 1,33,37,25], formulated below to involve only scalar morphisms: 
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where f : 1 ---f 1 + p and g : 1 --t p. Note that th e ar induction principle together P k 
with the (scalar) fixed point inequation 
h . (Id, lp) < iIt, h : 1 + 1 + p, 
asserts that ft is the least pre-fixed point of f, which is necessarily a fixed point. The 
fixed point identity 
f+=f.(f+Jp), f:n+n+p, 
holds in all Conway theories. 
The first main result of this paper is that a few identities together with the Park 
induction principle are complete for the inequational theory of iteration in the models 
Th,,(A), hence complete for the equational theory of iteration theories. It then follows 
that other induction principles are also complete, for example, a weak form of the 
Scott induction principle formulated to involve only inequations. (Thus, our study is 
closely related to the logic which was originally proposed by Scott, according to [24]. 
See [37] for a detailed treatment of the Scott and Park induction principles. In [33], 
the Scott induction principle is called fixed point induction.) 
While the paper was refereed, the author noticed that the method used in the 
completeness proof actually establishes a stronger result, namely the completeness 
of the weak Park induction principle (1) in conjunction with a few simple identi- 
ties: 
_I”+&) =s=?fks, (1) 
where f :n--tn+pandg: n + p. Note that this implication together with 
the fixed point identity asserts that f+ is the least fixed point of f, for each f : 
n 4 n + p. The least fixed point is not necessarily the least pre-fixed point, unless 
the latter exists. It remains an open problem whether the weak scalar Park induction 
principle (i.e., (1) with n = l), in conjunction with a finite number of identities or 
inequations, is also complete for the (in)equational theory of iteration in the standard 
models. 
The term Conway theory used above comes from the form the Conway identities 
take in matrix theories over semirings. In such theories, a morphism n + p is an 
n x p matrix over a semiring S. Under a mild assumption, the iteration operation may 
be replaced by a star operation 
A:n+n+-+A*: n --f n. 
The star forms of the Conway identities give rise to well-known equations, cf. [lo, 361. 
For example, the composition identity 
(f~(9~0,~l,))+=f.((g~(f,O,~l,))+, Ip), 
f : n --+ m + p, g : m + n + p, takes the form 
(A.B)*=l,+A.(B.A)*.B, 
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A : n + m, B : m + n. When n = m and B is the identity matrix n + n, this equation 
becomes 
A* =A.A* + l,, 
which is an equivalent form of the fixed point identity. In matrix theories, the GA- 
implication also has a star form. In its star form, it was used in the axiomatization of 
the regular sets; cf. [l]. 
We have chosen the framework of theories to present our results. There are sev- 
eral alternatives. One might use the larger context of Cartesian categories, or the 
clones of universal algebra. A third alternative is the simple language of mu-terms; 
cf. [8]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the concept of algebraic 
theories. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to Conway theories and iteration theories. (For 
a more detailed treatment the reader is referred to [6].) Section 5 defines ordered 
Conway theories, ordered iteration theories, and Park theories: a Park theory is an 
ordered preiteration theory satisfying the Park induction principle and a few simple 
identities. It is shown there that each Park theory is an ordered Conway theory with a 
monotonic dagger. Most of the material contained in this section is known in one form 
or another. Nevertheless, we give a detailed exposition for two reasons: to make the 
paper self-contained, and to demonstrate explicitly the importance of the “parameter 
identity”, which is implicit in other formalisms such as mu-terms. The weak form of 
the Park induction principle is considered at the end of Section 5. Section 6 formulates 
the main result of the paper, the completeness of the (weak) Park induction principle 
in conjunction with the Conway identities for the (in)equational theory of iteration. 
Sections 7-l 1 are all devoted to the proof of the main result which is finally completed 
in Section 12. The major part of the proof consists of showing that the commutative 
identity holds in all (weak) Park theories. In Section 13, we show that the universal 
Horn theory of iteration in o-continuous theories, or in the theories Th,(A), is strictly 
stronger than the universal Horn theory of Park theories. Thus, the Conway identities 
and the Park induction principle are not complete for the universal Horn theory of 
iteration in the standard models. Section 13 contains one more result. The completeness 
of the GA-implication and the Conway identities is proved in [6] by deriving, as an 
intermediate step, the weak functorial implication, introduced originally in [15] and 
later investigated in [19]. The weak functorial implication takes the following form: If 
where f : n ---) n + p and g : 1 -+ 1 + p and where r, is the tupling (11,...,11), then 
(In the theory Th,(A), z,, corresponds to the diagonal function A + A”, x H (x, . . . ,x).) 
The weak functorial implication implies the commutative identity. In fact, the commu- 
tative identity was introduced in [ 151 as a weak and equational form of this implication. 
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The weak functorial implication is crucial in many proofs, e.g., in Kozen’s proof 
[26] that the implication 
(2) 
and its dual 
xa+b<x+ba*<x, (3) 
together with a few simple identities are complete for the equational theory of regular 
sets. In matrix theories over idempotent semirings Kozen’s axiom (2) can be seen to 
be an equivalent form of the Park induction principle. Thus, the essence of Kozen’s 
result is that the Park induction principle and its dual, in conjunction with a small set 
of equational axioms, are complete for the equational theory of regular sets. (The fact 
that one of Kozen’s (2) and (3) suffices for this purpose follows from a stronger result 
in [9], see also [27].) 
As mentioned above, the main difficulty in our completeness argument is to establish 
the commutative identity in Park theories. It is natural to ask if the weak fimctorial 
implication holds in all Park theories. In Section 13 we give a negative answer for 
this question. This result also indicates that the duality available in matrix theories has 
been an essential ingredient of Kozen’s argument [26]. A generalization of the Park 
induction principle is due to D. Scott. In Section 14, we establish the completeness 
of a weak form of the Scott induction principle. In Section 15, we rephrase the main 
result using the language of mu-terms. 
We briefly outline our completeness proof. First we establish a variant of the weak 
mnctorial implication in all Park theories. Then we associate an identity C(S) with 
every finite semigroup S and establish the identities C(G) for finite groups G in Park 
theories, and the identity C(U) in all Conway theories, where CT is the 3-element unit 
semigroup of the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem for finite semigroups. Then we 
prove that if C(Y) and the “vector form” of C(S) hold in a Conway theory, where the 
semigroup S’ acts on S, then so does C(S t S’), where S * S’ is the semidirect product 
determined by the action. Then we prove that in Park theories, if C(S) holds then 
C(S’) also holds, where S’ is a subsemigroup or a quotient of S. In conclusion, by the 
Kroln-Rhodes decomposition of finite semigroups and by a general metatheorem on 
the vector forms of first order sentences, all of the semigroup identities C(S) hold in 
Park theories. Next we associate an identity with each transformation semigroup and 
each automaton, and show it holds in Park theories. Then we prove that in Conway 
theories any instance of the commutative identity is equivalent to the vector form of 
the identity associated with an automaton. Finally, the commutative identity is shown 
to hold in Park theories using the metatheorem mentioned above and established in 
Section 8: Since the Park theory axioms imply their own vector forms, if an identity 
holds in all Park theories, then so does its vector form. We do not repeat the proof [ 151 
that the Conway identities and the commutative identity are complete. The argument 
is based on an equational formalization of the minimization of flowchart schemes. 
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The entire argument works as well for weak Park theories satisfying the weak Park 
induction principle. 
By taking the above line of the proof we have benefited from Krob’s excellent paper 
[27]. Krob proved the conjecture of Conway [lo] that the “group identities” associated 
with the finite (simple) groups and a small set of simple equational axioms including 
the Conway identities form a complete axiomatization of the equational theory of the 
regular sets. In a large part of the proof, he gave a translation of a standard proof of the 
Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem [29] for finite semigroups and finite automata 
into equational logic. In contrast, our completeness argument uses of the Krohn-Rhodes 
decomposition in a direct way. No part of its proof is reproduced. The way we assign 
an identity to each finite semigroup and finite automaton is new in the general setting 
of theories, but it essentially coincides with the one used in [lo, 271 when translated to 
star form in the language of matrix theories over idempotent semirings. Nevertheless, 
matrix theories do not appear in an explicit way in [lo, 271. Several arguments in [27] 
make use of the fact that the additive structure is idempotent. This condition is not 
available in the general setting. 
2. Theories 
For an integer n 3 0, we let [n] denote the set { 1,. . . , n}. Thus, [0] is the empty set. 
Theories were defined by Lawvere [28] in order to provide a categorical framework 
for equational logic. There is a short definition of theories. 
Definition 2.1. A theory is a small category T whose set of objects is the natural 
numbers n 3 0, and in which each object n is the n-fold coproduct of object 1 with 
itself. 
In any theory T, we write composition in diagrammatic order. Thus, if f : n -+ p 
and g : p + q in T, f. g is a morphism n + q. The identity morphism n + n, which 
is uniquely determined by the composition, is denoted 1,. The fact that object n is 
the n-fold coproduct of object 1 with itself can be expressed in more detail by the 
following condition: There exist distinguished morphisms i, : 1 + n, i E [n], such that 
for any sequence of morphisms fi : 1 + p, i E [n], p 2 0, there is a unique morphism 
f : n -+ p with 
i, .f =fi, i E [n]. (4) 
In particular, there is a unique morphism 0 + p which we will denote by 0,. 
We will assume that each theory T comes with given distinguished morphisms i,,. 
Moreover, we require that the morphism 11 is the identity morphism 11. (See below 
for the justification of this assumption.) 
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Definition 2.2. Suppose that T and T’ are theories. A theory morphism T --f T’ is a 
hmctor cp : T -+ T’ which preserves the objects and the distinguished morphisms, so 
that 
for all i E [n], n 2 0. 
Since a theory morphism cp : T + T’ is the identity map on objects, we may identify 
it with a family of maps T(n, p) --t T’(n, p). Here, T(n, p) denotes the horn-set of 
T-morphisms n -+ p. 
A morphism with source 1 will be called scalar. Suppose that fi is a scalar mor- 
phism, for each i E [n]. The morphism f : n + p determined by the coproduct property 
(4) will be denoted (f 1, . . . , fn). This operation of tupling creates a bijection between 
the sets T( 1, p>” and T(n, p). It follows that 1, = (l,, . . . , n,), for all n > 0. Moreover, 
since 11 = 11, we have (f) = f, for all scalar morphisms f : 1 --+ p. 
Suppose that T is a theory. A subtheory T’ of T is a subcategory which contains 
the distinguished morphisms and is closed under tupling. Equivalently, a theory T’ is 
a subtheory of T if T’(n, p) is a subset of T(n, p), for each n, p >O, and the inclusion 
T’(n, p) + T(n, p) is a theory morphism. 
Definition 2.3. Suppose that T is a theory. A base morphism n -+ p in T is a mor- 
phism (fl,...,fn), such that each morphism fi is a distinguished morphism 1 + p. 
In a theory T, the base morphisms form the smallest subtheory of T. Base morphisms 
will be denoted by Greek letters. In nontrivial theories, each base morphism p : n + p 
is uniquely determined by a function fi : [n] + [p]: 
i, . p = jP iff ii = j, 
for all i E [n] and j E [p]. (A theory T is nontrivial if 12 # 22 iff T(1,2) is not 
a singleton set iff some home-set T(n, p) has at least 2 elements.) We will usually 
identify a base morphism with the corresponding function and call a base morphism 
injective, surjective or bijective according to whether the corresponding function has 
the appropriate property. Note that the composite of two base morphisms is determined 
by the composite of the corresponding functions. For example, the base morphism 
r,:=(ll,...,ll):n+ 1 
is surjective, for each n 2 1. 
Suppose that T is a theory. A theory congruence, or congruence on T, is a family 
of equivalence relations = on the horn-sets T(n, p), n, ~20, such that 
f =f’:l+p & g=g’:p+q*f.gSf’.g’:l+q 
fi = fi : 1 + p, i E [n]* (fi ,..., fn) - (fi ,..., fk) : n + p. 
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It follows that if f z f' : n -+ p and g E g’ : p + q, then f. g s f’ ‘g’ : n --f q. 
When z is a congruence on T, the quotient theory T/ E is defined in the usual way. 
Note that the map taking a T-morphism to its congruence class is a smjective theory 
morphism T -+ T/ E. 
2.1. Pairing and separated sum 
Suppose that T is a theory. Given integers n, m 2 0, let K : n + n + m and i : m --+ 
n +m denote the base morphisms corresponding to the inclusion [n] ---f [n+m] and the 
translated inclusion [m] --+ [n + m]. Then the diagram determined by the morphisms K 
and A is a coproduct diagram. Thus, for each f : n + p and g : m 4 p, there exists 
a unique morphism (f, g) : n + m + p such that 
Jc. (f,g) = f, l.(f,g)=g. 
The morphism (f, g) is called the pairing of f and g. The pairing operation is asso- 
ciative and the zero morphisms 0, act as identities: 
(f, (g,N) = ((f,g),h), 
(f&J = f = @Pf) 
for all f : n -+ p, g : m --) p and h : k -+ p. Moreover, 
(f,g).h=(f .h, g.h) 
for all f : n + p, g : m + p and h : p + q. Using these identities, it is possible to 
define the tupling 
(f ,,...,fn) : k + P 
of any family of morphisms f i : ki + p, i E [n], n > 0. Here k is the sum kl+. . . + k,. 
Another derived operation in theories is the operation of separated sum. Suppose 
that f : n --f p and g : m -r q in the theory T. Let K and 1 be the base morphisms 
defined above, and let K’ : p + p + q and 3,’ : q -+ p + q be defined similarly. Then 
we define 
fCl3g::=(f~~‘,g~l’):n+m+p+q. 
Note that f $ g is the unique morphism n + m + p + q such that 
K.(f @g)= f .Ic’, 
3, . (f e3 g) = g . A’. 
Separated sum satisfies the following identities: 
f @(g@h) = (f @g)@h, 
f@Oo=f =Oo@f, 
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(fcBs>.(h,kj = (f.k s.4, 
(fcBg>.(he3k) = f.h @ c7.t 
whenever the morphisms f, g, h, and k have appropriate source and target. 
2.2. Theories as algebras 
An algebraic theory may be viewed as an N x N-sorted universal algebra, where 
N denotes the non-negative integers, equipped with the operations of composition and 
tupling, and constants i,. As such, theories form a variety defined by equations ex- 
pressing the fact that composition is associative and the morphisms 1, = (In,. . . ,n,,) 
are identities. Moreover, 11 = 11 and 
in.(fl,...,fn) = fi, 
(ln.f,...,%~f) = f, 
for all fi : 1 + p, i E [n], and for all f : it --f p. A theory morphism T + T’ is a 
homomorphism of the corresponding many-sorted algebras. 
Example 2.4. Suppose that A is a set. The theory Pow(A) has morphisms n ---f p the 
functions AP --) A”. (Note the reversal of the arrow.) Suppose that f : n + p and 
9: P -+ q in Pow(A). The composite f. g is the function 
Aq -% AP ---t A”. f 
The distinguished morphism i, : 1 4 n is the ith projection function A” ---f A. 
We end this section by recalling the concept of tree theories. Below we will denote 
the set of positive integers by [w]. 
Example 2.5. Suppose that C is a signature, so that C is the disjoint union of some 
sets C,, n 30. Let X be a countable set of variables xi,. . ,x,, . For each integer 
p 20, let X, denote the set {xl,. .,x,}. A C-tree 1 + p is a partial function 
t: [co]* -+cux, 
which satisfies the following condition: If (ui)t is defined for some word u E [o]* and 
some integer i > 0, then ut is also defined and there is an integer n>i with ut E 1,. 
Thus, the empty partial function is a tree 1 -+ p, and if ut E Co U X, and u is a 
nonempty word, then (uv)t is not defined, so that the word u is a “leaf’ of the tree t. 
A C-tree t : n + p is an n-tuple (tl,. . . , tn) of trees ti : 1 + p. 
Suppose that f : 1 + p and g = (gi,...,gp) : p + q are C-trees. The composite 
f. g is the tree h : 1 + q obtained by replacing each leaf of f labeled xi by a copy 
of the tree gi. Formally, 
uh := 4; 
if u = uIv with u1 f = xi, 
uf otherwise, 
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for all u E [o]*. When f = (fl,...,fn) : n t p and g : p + q, we define f ‘g := 
(f 1 . g, . . , f,, . g). Each variable xi with i E [n] may be identified with a tree 1 -+ n 
defined only on the empty word and mapping the empty word to the letter xi. Equipped 
with the above composition operation and distinguished morphisms i,, := xi, C-trees 
form a theory denoted CTR. 
A subtheory of CTR will be of particular importance. Suppose that t is a tree 1 + p 
and u is a word in [o]*. The subtree of t at “vertex” u is the tree tu : 1 + p defined 
by vt, := (uv)t, for all u E [WI*. Call the tree t : n -+ p regular if each tree i,, . f, 
i E [n], has a finite number of subtrees. The regular C-trees form a subtheory Ztr of 
the theory CTR. For more on tree theories we refer to [14] or [6]. 
3. Conway theories 
We start with a technical definition. 
A preiteration theory is an algebraic theory T enriched with an iteration or dagger 
operation 
‘: T(n,n+p)+T(n,p) 
fYf+ 
defined for each n, p > 0. No particular properties of iteration are required. However, 
0; = O,, for each ~30, since 0, is the unique morphism 0 + p. A morphism 
rp : T -+ T’ of preiteration theories is a theory morphism which preserves the dagger 
operation. 
In any preiteration theory T, we define I, := (1, @ O,)t. Since I, is a morphism 
n ---f p, none of the horn-sets T(n, p) is empty. 
Definition 3.1. A Conway theory is a preiteration theory T in which iteration satisfies 
the following identities. 
1. Scalar parameter identity: 
(f . (11 @g))+ = f +. g, 
for all f : 1 + 1 + p, g : p -4 q. 
2. Scalar composition identity: 
(f .(gJl+,))+ =f 4g’(fA+p))+Y lph 
forall f,g:l+l+p. 
3. Scalar double dagger identity: 
f ++ = (f .(Q @ lp))+, 
for all f : 1 + 2 + p. (Recall that ~2 = (1 r , 11) is the unique base morphism 2 + 1.) 
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4. Scalar pairing identity: 
for all f : n + n + 1 + p, g : 1 + n + 1 + p, where 
h := g. (f+, 1,+/J : 1 + 1 + p. 
Suppose that T and T’ are Conway theories. A morphism T ---f 7” is a preiteration 
theory morphism. 
Remark 3.2. The term Conway theory is due to the fact the above identities take in 
matrix theories over semigroups; cf. [ 10,6]. 
By the scalar pairing identity, the dagger operation in Conway theories is uniquely 
determined by its restriction to the scalar morphisms 1 + 1 + p. Thus, the essential 
axioms are the first three ones, i.e., the scalar parameter, scalar composition and scalar 
double dagger identities. Moreover, a theory morphism cp : T + T’ between Conway 
theories T and T’ is a Conway theory morphism iff (fq)r = ftcp, for all f : 1 ---t l+p. 
If T is a Conway theory, the morphisms I, are related in the following way. Let 
I := Ito. Then 
I, = (I,. . . ) I) o,, 
so that l,.g = I,,, all n,p,q>O, g : p -+ q. 
The following identities hold in Conway theories. 
1. Fixed point identity: 
J’+ = f u-t> lp), 
for all f : n -+ n + p. When n = 1, this identity is called the scalar jixed point 
identity. 
2. Left zero identity: 
(On @ f)+ = f, 
for all f : n + p. When n = 1, this identity is called the scalar left zero identity. 
3. Right zero identity: 
for all f : n + n+ p. When n = 1, this identity is called the scalar right zero identity. 
4. Parameter identity: 
(J’ . un @ cl>>+ = _f+ . Y, 
for all f : n + n + P, 9 : P + 4. 
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5. Composition identity: 
Cf. (99 on @ lpj >+ =f. ((9. (f, 0, CD q>+, l&,), 
for all f : n + m + p, g : m -+ 12 + p. 
6. Double dagger identity: 
f++ = Cf. ((L 172) @lp))+7 
for all f : n ---) n + n + p. 
7. Pairing identity: 
(f, g)+ = (f+ . (A+, &J> A+), 
for all f : n j n + m + p, g : m + n + m + p, where 
h=g.(f+,l,+,) :m+m+p. 
8. 
(fA)+=&hl@f+, (9~~)+~(1,@0,@1,))+, (5) 
for all f : n + n + m + p, g : m - n + m + p, where 7~ is the base morphism 
tom @L LI@ 0,) $ lp : n + m + p --) m + n + p. 
9. 
(f,On ml)+ = (ft. kl+JpL s+)? 
for all f : n --) n + m + p, g : m + m + p. 
10. 
(f ~(L@Onle31,), o,@g)+=(f+,g+), 
(6) 
(7) 
for all f : n 3 n + p, g : m + m + p. 
11. Triple dagger identity: 
f +++ = (f . ((lm lm ln) @ lp))+ > 
for all f : n --f n + n + n + p. 
12. Permutation identity: 
(7c.f .(n-‘@lp))+=7c.f+, 
for all f : n 4 n + p and for all base permutations 71 : n --) n. Here x-’ denotes the 
inverse of 71. 
Remark 3.3. The pairing identity is sometimes called BekiE’s identity, see [33,37]. 
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The following theorem [ 15, 16, 19,351 provides two equivalent axiomatizations of 
Conway theories. 
Theorem 3.4. A preiteration theory T is a Conway theory iff T satis$es either the 
zero identities, the pairing identity and the permutation identity, or the parameter, 
composition, and double dagger identities. 
Remark 3.5. A concrete description of the free Conway theories has been obtained 
recently in [2]. It follows from this concrete description that the equational theory of 
Conway theories is decidable in polynomial space, in fact the problem is PSPACE- 
complete. This is in contrast to the fact that there is a polynomial-time decision algo- 
rithm for the equational theory of iteration theories studied in the next section. 
4. Iteration theories 
Conway theories have many interesting properties, e.g., there is a general form of 
Kleene’s theorem which holds in all Conway theories, and the Conway identities imply 
the soundness of the Floyd-Hoare logic and Cook’s completeness theorem, cf. [6]. 
Nevertheless, the Conway axioms are too weak to capture the equational properties of 
iteration in computer science. A complete axiomatization of the equational properties of 
iteration may be obtained by adding the commutative identity to the Conway axioms. 
Suppose that f : k d n+p in an algebraic theory T. Suppose further that gi : n + m, 
for each i E [k]. We define 
f II (Yl,..., g~):=(~~.f.(g~~lp),...,k~~f.(g~~lp)):kim+p. 
Thus,iff=(fi,...,fk)withfL:l-n+p,iE[k],then 
f II (a,..., gk)=(.fl~(YI~lp),...,fk.(g~~lp)). 
Definition 4.1. The commutative identity is the equation 
((r.f) II (PI,..., Pm))+ =z.(f (@lp))+, 
where f : n + m + p, and where z : m --f II is a surjective base morphism and the 
morphisms pi : m d m are base with pi .T = z, i E [ml. When n = 1, this equation is 
called the scalar commutative identity. 
Definition 4.2. An iteration theory is a Conway theory satisfying the commutative 
identity. A morphism of iteration theories is a preiteration theory morphism. 
Suppose that n’ <n and m’ <m. Then, in conjunction with the conway identities, any 
instance of the commutative identity for n’ and m’ is implied by some instance of the 
commutative identity for n and m. Thus we have: 
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Lemma 4.3. A Conway theory T is an iteration theory ifs the following version of 
the commutative identity holds in T: 
((T.f) II (P1~'4nm))+ =~~(fwBlp))+, 
where f : n + nm + p, z = z, @ . . . @z,,, : nm --f n, and where the morphisms 
Pi : nm + nm are base with Pi T = Z, i E [nm]. 
In preiteration theories, the commutative identity is implied by a weak form of the 
functorial implication. 
Definition 4.4. Suppose that T is a preiteration theory and that 5%’ is a class of mor- 
phisms in T. We say that T satisfies the jiunctorial implication for % if whenever the 
square 
f 
n +n+p 
h 
1 1 
hcH, 
m +m+P 
commutes, where h is a morphism in V, then so does the triangle 
n s+ ‘P 
h 
I/ 
cl+ 
m 
Two particular subcases are important here, the case that ‘+? is the class of all pure 
morphisms, or the class of all sujective base morphisms. Following [30], we call a 
morphism h : n + p in a preiteration theory pure if h . I,, = Inq, for all q 2 0. When 
$7 is the class of stnjective base morphisms, we call the functorial implication the weak 
functorial implication. 
Remark 4.5. The functorial implication was used by Eilenberg [12] and Plotkin [33] 
in their characterization of the fixed point operation on continuous functions over cpo’s. 
The following facts were proved in [15, 16, 191. 
Lemma 4.6. If a preiteration theory T satisfies the weak functorial implication, then 
the commutative identity holds in T. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that T is a Conway theory. Then T satisfies the functorial im- 
plication for all injective base morphisms. Moreover, tf T satis$es the weak functorial 
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implication, then T is an iteration theory and satisfies the finctorial implication for 
all base morphisms. 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that T is a Conway theory. If T satisfies the functorial impli- 
cation for the base surjections z, . n + 1, n 2 1, then T satisfies the weak functorial 
implication. 
Conway theories and iteration theories are defined by equations. Thus, both Conway 
theories and iteration theories form a variety of preiteration theories. The Conway the- 
ories satisfying the weak fiurctorial implication form a quasi-variety properly included 
in the class of iteration theories, cf. [l&7]. 
Suppose that T is a preiteration theory. A dagger congruence on T is a theory 
congruence E such that 
f =g:n--tn+p*f+-g+:ndp (8) 
When 3 is a dagger congruence on T, the quotient T/S is also a preiteration theory. 
Note that when T is a Conway theory, or an iteration theory, then so is the quotient. 
Further, if T is a Conway theory, or if the scalar pairing identity holds in T, then a 
theory congruence on T is a dagger congruence iff (8) holds when n = 1. 
Suppose that T is a preiteration theory. A subpreiteration theory T’ of T is a sub- 
theory of T closed under the dagger operation. A subpreiteration theory of an iteration 
theory is called a subiteration theory. 
5. Ordered theories 
An ordered theory is an algebraic theory T such that each horn-set T(n, p) is 
equipped with a partial order d and the operations of composition and tupling are 
monotonic: 
f<f’:njp & g~g’:p~q’f.g~f’.g’:njq, 
fi<fi: l+p, iE[nl*(f+ ,..., fn)b(f{ ,..., J’i):n’p, 
It follows from these conditions that the ordering on T(n, p) is determined by the 
ordering on the horn-set T( 1, p): For f, g : n j p, f <g iff in.f din.g for all i E [n]. 
In an ordered theory, the derived operations of pairing and separated sum are also 
monotonic. A morphism of ordered theories is a theory morphism which preserves the 
ordering. 
An ordered preiteration theory is an ordered theory such that each morphism I, is 
the least element of T(n, p). (Recall that in any preiteration theory, I, = (1, @Or)+.) 
A morphism cp : T ---) T’ of ordered preiteration theories is an order preserving preit- 
eration theory morphism. Note that -L,cp = I,, for all n, p 20. 
An ordered preiteration theory with a monotonic dagger is an ordered preiteration 
theory T such that 
f<g:n--tn+p*f+<g+, 
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for all f ,y : n + n + p in T. A morphism of these theories is an order-preserving 
preiteration theory morphism. 
Definition 5.1. An ordered Conway theory (ordered iteration theory, respectively) is 
an ordered preiteration theory whose unordered reduct is a Conway theory (iteration 
theory, respectively). A morphism of ordered Conway theories or ordered iteration 
theories is an ordered preiteration theory morphism. 
Definition 5.2. An ordered Conway theory (ordered iteration theory, respectively) 
with a monotonic dagger is an ordered preiteration theory with a monotonic dagger 
whose unordered reduct is a Conway theory (iteration theory, respectively). A mor- 
phism of ordered Conway theories or ordered iteration theories is an ordered preiteration 
theory morphism. 
Definition 5.3. A Park theory is an ordered theory T equipped with a dagger operation 
satisfying the scalar parameter and scalar pairing identities as well as the following two 
axioms: 
f‘ (f’, lp) d .f+ (9) 
J’.(GJJ&g*f+d6l, (10) 
for all f : 1 ---t 1 + p and g : 1 + p. A morphism of Park theories is an ordered 
theory morphism which preserves the dagger operation. 
The implication ( 10) is the scalar Park induction principle. 
Lemma 5.4. In a Park theory T, the dagger operation is monotonic. 
Proof. Since the scalar pairing identity holds in T, it suffices to show that scalar 
iteration is monotonic. So let f, g : 1 t 1 + p in T with J’ Gg. Then, 
J‘.(s+,l,)bg.(g+,1,)6g+, 
so that f+<g+, by (10). q 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that T is a Park theory. Then T is an ordered Conway theory 
with a monotonic dagger. Moreover, 
f4I,JJbQ~f+QI~ (11) 
for all f : n 4 n + p and g : n --) p. 
Proof. First note that the scalar fixed point identity holds in T. Indeed, if f : 1 + l+p 
then 
f .(f+J,) d f+> (12) 
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so that 
f . (f. (f+> lp), lp) G f . (f+? %A 
since the theory operations are monotonic. But then 
f+ G f . u-+9 9 
by (10). By (12) and (13), 
J‘+ = f . (f+, lp). 
(13) 
It is shown in [ 15, 161 that if the scalar parameter, scalar fixed point and scalar pairing 
identities hold in a preiteration theory, then so do “vector versions” of these identities. 
Thus, the parameter, fixed point and pairing identities hold in T. 
We show that the implication (11) holds in T. Indeed, when n = 0, ( 11) holds 
obviously and when y1 = 1, (11) holds by assumption. We proceed by induction on 
n. Assuming n > 1 let us write n = ni + n2 with ni,n2 > 0. There exist morphisms 
fi : ni + nl + n2 + p and gi : ni + p, i = 1,2, with f = (fl, f2), g = (gl,gz). If 
f.(s,&,) dg, then 
f I . (.41,!32?&J G 91, (14) 
f2'(gl,g2Jp) G 92. (15) 
We can rewrite (14) as 
fl ~(ln, @ (g2,1p)).(g1, lp) < 91. 
Thus, 
f!. (g2Jp) = (fl ~(ln, @ (g2Jp)N+<gl (16) 
by the parameter identity and the induction assumption. Since the theory operations 
are monotonic, from (15) and (16), we obtain 
f 2. (ff. (g2Jp),g2Jp) d 92, 
i.e., 
(f 2. (fLL+,)> (g2Jpj G 92. 
Thus, letting h := ,f2 (f t, ln2+p), 
h+ d g2 
by the induction assumption, By (16) and (17), 
f~~(h+J,) d a. 
(17) 
(18) 
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But by the pairing identity, 
f+ = (J’IJZ)+ = (f: (h+,lp),h+), 
so that J’+<g = (gt,gz), by (17) and (18), completing the proof of (11). 
Suppose that f : n + p in T. Then 
(1, @ Op) . (f, lp) = J’. 
Thus, I, < f, by (11). Since the left zero identity is a particular subcase of the fixed 
point identity and the right zero identity is a subcase of the parameter identity, T is a 
Conway theory if the permutation identity holds, cf. Theorem 3.4. But let f‘ : n + n+p 
in T and let n: be a base permutation n + n. Then the square 
n.f.(n-‘@lt,) 
n ‘n + P 
x 
1 1 
n@l,, 
n ‘n+ P 
I 
commutes. Thus, 
~.f.(71~‘~lp).(71.f.+,lp) =n.J’.(f+,QJ =?Pf+, 
SO that (71. f. (n-’ @ lp))+ <n. ft. By the same argument, 
f 
n ‘nfp 
z-’ 
1 1 
n-‘@I,, 
n tnfp 
K.f.(+@II’) 
since the square 
also commutes, f+<K .(rr.f.(~-’ @l,))+, i.e. 7~. f’t <(n. f. (c’ $ lp))+. This 
proves that the permutation identity holds in T. 0 
Remark 5.6. There is a direct argument to show that under the assumption of 
Theorem 5.5 the scalar composition and scalar double dagger identities hold in T. 
Theorem 5.7. Suppose thut T is un ordered theory equipped with a dagger operation 
satisfying the parameter identity and the axioms 
f. (f+JpKf+ (19) 
J’.(cAlp)dg * f+<Y> (20) 
for all f : n + n + p and g : n + p. Then T is a Park theory. 
The implication (20), see also (1 l), is the Park induction principle. 
Proof. We supply a proof in order to make the paper self-contained. All we need to 
show is that the pairing identity holds in T. So suppose that f : n -+ n + m + p and 
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y:m--,n+m+p.Defineh:=y~(f+,l,+,):m~m+p.Then,by(19), 
(.f‘> s) . cr+ @+, q, h+> lp) = (f, s) . u-t> L+,j @+> $I) 
= (f. u-+2 L+p), h) . (h+> &I) 
d (f+> h) . (hi, l/J) 
Thus, by (20), 
= (f+ . p+> &I), h. (A+, lp)) 
d (j-t. (h+>$), A+). 
KY)+ d (f+ p+, QJ, h+). 
But if u : n + p and v : m + p with 
(f, 9) . (k JJ, lp) d (4 v), 
then it follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.5 that 
(ft. v+> lp), h+) 6 (4 4. 
In particular, 
(.r+ (h+,lpA h+) d (f,s)+. 0 
Remark 5.8. Suppose that T is an ordered theory equipped with a dagger operation. 
Suppose that T satisfies (9) and (10) as well as the following inequations: 
f+ . g G (J’ . (1 I @ s>)+> (21) 
for all f : 1 ---f 1 + p and g : p + q, and the inequation 
(f+.(h+>lp), A+)6 (f,d+, 
for all f : n ---f n + 1 + p, g : 1 + IZ + 1 + p, where h is the morphism 
h:=g.(J‘+,l,+p): 14 1+p. 
Then T is a Park theory. 
Remark 5.9. There is a slightly stronger version of Theorem 5.7. Suppose that T is 
an ordered theory equipped with a dagger operation. If (21), (19) and (20) hold, then 
T is a Park theory. 
We give several examples of Park theories. An ordered theory T is strict if each 
horn-set T(n, p) has a least element I,,, and 
for all g : p + q. Thus, denoting I := 110, we have I, = (_L . O,, . . . , I . 0,). 
Note that each ordered Conway theory and hence each Park theory or ordered iteration 
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theory is strict with I, = (1, $O,)t. A morphism of strict ordered theories is an 
ordered theory morphism which preserves the morphisms I,. 
Example 5.10. An o-continuous theory [38] is a strict ordered theory T such that 
each horn-set is an cu-complete poset and composition is c+continuous: 
for all w-chains fk : n -+ p and gk : p + q. Suppose that f : n + n + p in the 
w-continuous theory T. Then the map 
~:n+pHf.(&):n+p 
has a least (pre-)fixed point f t . In fact, 
(22) 
(23) 
where the modijied powers fck) are defined by 
f (0) := I, 
f(k+‘) := f . (f(k), lP). 
Due to the explicit formula (23), the parameter identity holds in T. Thus, by Theo- 
rem 5.7, T is a Park theory. In fact, T is an ordered iteration theory with a monotonic 
dagger satisfying the functorial implication for pure morphisms. 
There are some variations. In a rational theory [38], not all of the o-chains neces- 
sarily have suprema, only those of the form g. f ck) . h, where f : n -+ n + p, g : m + n 
and h : p -+ q. For such chains, 
sup(g . fCk) . h) = g . (sup ftk)) . h. 
k k 
A morphism cp : T + T’ of o-continuous theories is a strict ordered theory morphism 
which preserves the sup of w-chains and hence the dagger operation. Morphisms of 
rational theories preserve the sup of chains fck). 
In a A-continuous theory, the horn-sets are cpo’s, so that sups of all directed sets 
2 C T(n, p) exist. Composition preserves the sup of nonempty directed sets. Each ra- 
tional or A-continuous theory is a Park theory and an ordered iteration theory with a 
monotonic dagger satisfying the functorial implication for pure morphisms. Morphisms 
of A-continuous theories preserve the sup of directed sets. 
Example 5.11. Recall the definition of the theory CTR from Example 2.5. Suppose that 
f, g : 1 -+ p in ZTR. We define f <g if the graph of the partial function f is included 
in the graph of g. This defines a partial order on the horn-set T( 1, p). The definition 
of the partial order on the horn-sets T(n, p), n # 1 is forced: f <g iff i,, . f < i, . g, for 
all i E [n]. Equipped with the partial order 6, CTR is an w-continuous theory, in fact 
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the free c;o-continuous theory on the signature C; cf. [38]. Moreover, CTR is also the 
free A-continuous theory. Thus, CTR is an (ordered) iteration theory with a monotonic 
dagger and a Park theory. Note that the morphism I : 1 -+ 0 in CTR is the empty 
tree. 
If f : n -+ n + p is a regular C-tree, so is the tree ft. It follows that the theory Ctr 
is also an (ordered) iteration theory with a monotonic dagger and a Park theory. In 
fact, Ctr is the free rational theory on C; cf. [38]. Ctr is in general not w-continuous, 
for the sup of an o-chain of regular trees is not necessarily regular. 
Example 5.12. Suppose that A is an o-complete poset with bottom element J_ so that 
each poset A”, n>O, is o-complete with bottom element (I,. . ., I). The subtheory 
Th,(A) of Pow(A) determined by the o-continuous functions AJ’ + A” is an o- 
continuous theory and hence a Park theory and an ordered iteration theory with a 
monotonic dagger. The partial order on the horn-sets is the pointwise order. Each w- 
continuous theory can be embedded in a theory of the form Th,(A). In the theory 
Th,,(A), if f : n + n + p, i.e., f is an w-continuous function A”+p --) A”, ft is the 
o-continuous function AJ’ + A” such that for y E AJ’, yft is the least (pre-)fixed 
point of the map x +-+ (x, y)S, x E A”. 
When A is a cpo with a bottom element, i.e. A is A-complete, Thd(A), the theory 
of A-continuous functions on A is a A-continuous theory. Again, the class of such 
theories is representative. (A function AJ’ -+ A” is A-continuous if it preserves the sup 
of nonempty directed sets.) 
Example 5.13. Suppose that T is a strict ordered theory such that each horn-set T(n, p) 
is a cpo. If f : n --+ n + p in T, the map (22) has a least (pre-)fixed point ft. There 
is an explicit formula determining the least pre-fixed point 
for the least ordinal o! whose cardinality exceeds the cardinality of the set T(n, p). 
Here, f(O) is the bottom element I,, and f(b) = f. (f(Y), lp), if the ordinal fl is the 
successor y + 1, and f(p) = supyCB f(y), if /I > 0 is a limit ordinal. The parameter 
identity does not necessarily hold in T, but if it holds, T is a Park theory and an 
ordered iteration theory with a monotonic dagger satisfying the functorial implication 
for (surjective) base morphisms. 
Example 5.14. Suppose that A is a poset with a bottom element. The collection of 
monotonic functions AP -+ A” determines a subtheory Th,(A) of Pow(A). Equipped 
with the pointwise order, Th,(A) is a strict ordered theory. For each n, p 20, the 
morphism l.,, is the function AP + A” mapping each element of AJ’ to the least 
element of A”. (The least element of A” is the n-tuple (I,. . . , I), where _L is the least 
element of A.) Suppose that A is a cpo. Then each horn-set of Th,(A) is a cpo, so 
that we may define ff, for f : II + n + p in Th,(A), to be the least pre-fixed point 
of the map (22). For each y E AP, the value yft is the least (pre-)fixed point of the 
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map x H (x,y)f, x E A”. It follows from this fact that the parameter identity holds 
in Th,(A). Thus, by the previous example, Th,(A) is a Park theory which is known 
to be an ordered iteration theory with a monotonic dagger satisfying the functorial 
implication for (surjective) base morphisms. 
The previous example can be generalized. Suppose that A is a poset with a bottom 
element. Let T be a subtheory of the strict ordered theory Th,(A) defined in Exam- 
ple 5.14. Suppose that for each f : n ---f n + p E T and y E AP there is a least pre-fixed 
point yft of the map x H (x, y)f, x E A”. Suppose further that the map ft : AP 4 A”, 
y H yft, is itself in T. (Thus, in particular, T contains the least morphisms n + p in 
Th,(A).) Then T is a Park theory, which we call a concrete Park theory. (Actually, 
it suffices to require that for each f : 1 --) 1 + p and for each y E AP there is a least 
x E A with (x, y)f <x, and that the assignment y t-+ x is a function AJ’ --) A in T.) 
Proposition 5.15. Each Park theory is isomorphic to a concrete Park theory. 
Proof. Suppose that T is a Park theory. Define 
A:=nT(l,i). 
i 
When (gi) and (hi) are in A, define (gi)<(hi) if gi < hi, for all i>O. Then A is a poset 
with least element (J-1 i). Suppose that f is a morphism 1 -+ p in T. Then define f cp 
to be the function 
AP+A, 
((Sl,i), .> (gp,i)) H (hi) = (f ' (gl,i,. . . tgp,i)). 
When f = (f,,...,f,$ : n - p, n # 1, define fq := (ficp ,..., fn(p). Each function 
f cp is monotonic, and the functions f cp determine a subtheory Tq of Thm(A). 
Suppose that f : n ---f n + p in T and y E A P. Then, since T is a Park theory, 
the map x H (x, y)(f cp), x E A”, has least pre-fixed point y(f +cp). Thus, TV is a 
concrete Park theory and cp is an isomorphism of Park theories T + Tcp. (Note that 
the parameter identity is essential for the result and the argument.) 0 
Recall from the Introduction that the weak Park induction principle is the implication 
f . (9, lp) = g * f + 69, (24) 
where f : n + n + p and g : n --f p. 
Definition 5.16. A weak Park theory is an ordered theory T equipped with a dagger 
operation satisfying the scalar versions of the parameter, fixed point, double dagger 
and pairing identities as well as the weak Park induction principle (24). A morphism 
of weak Park theories is an order-preserving preiteration theory morphism. 
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It follows that when T is a weak Park theory, each morphism I,, is least in the set 
T(n, p). However, the dagger operation may not be monotonic, so that a weak Park 
theory is not necessarily an ordered preiteration theory with a monotonic dagger. By 
Theorem 5.5, each Park theory is a weak Park theory. 
Proposition 5.17. Each weak Park theory is an ordered Conwuy theory. 
Proof. Let T denote a weak Park theory. It is clear that for each II, p 2 0, i,, is the 
least morphism IZ - p. All we need to show is that the scalar composition identity 
holds in 2”. Suppose that f,g : 1 --f 1 + p in T. If h : 1 + p is a solution of the fixed 
point equation for f. (g, 0, @ lp): 
i=.f’~(g,01 @1,).(5,1&J 
= f‘ (Yf (<, $A lp) 
in the variable 5 : 1 -+ p, then g. (h, lp) is a solution of the fixed point equation for 
9. (f, 01 63 lp). In the same way, if k solves the fixed point equation for 9. (J’, 0, $ I~), 
then .f . (k $) is a solution of the fixed point equation for f . (9, O, CE I~). It follows 
from the weak Park induction principle that 
(g (.f> 01 @ lp) >+ d 9. ((f (cl, 0, 0 I,)>+, lp), 
(.f’.(9,0l @l&t < f‘.((g.(f,01 cE$J)+,l,). 
Since the theory operations preserve the partial order, we obtain 
(.f“ (9301 @I,))+ d f. ((g. (f,O, @l,))+,l,) 
d f (9> 01 @ lp) (cf. (g,O, cl3 lp) >+, l&J 
= (f~(s,o, cIq&+ 
by the scalar fixed point identity. 
Remark 5.18. An alternative axiomatization of weak Park theories is given by the set 
consisting of the parameter, fixed point and double dagger identities and the weak Park 
induction principle. Indeed, the above argument proves that the composition identity 
holds in all ordered theories equipped with a dagger operation in all theories satisfying 
these axioms. One may replace the parameter and double dagger identities with the 
inequations 
A similar fact holds for the set of axioms given in Definition 5.16. 
Example 5.19. We give an example of a weak Park theory which is not a Park theory. 
Let N = {0’, l’, . . .} denote a copy of the non-negative integers N. Let A be the poset 
N UN’ equipped with the usual partial order on N, its opposite on N’, and declaring 
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each n’ in N’ larger than any integer in N. Then let T denote the smallest subtheory 
of Pow(A) containing the constants and the function f : A -+ A defined by 
( 
n+l if a = n E N, 
af= (n+l)’ if a = n’ E N’, a # 0’, 
0’ if a = 0’. 
Each function in T is monotonic, so that T is a subtheory of Th,(A) ordered by the 
pointwise order. In fact, each function AP --f A in T is either a constant function, or 
the composite of a projection with a power of f. If h : A + A in T is one of the 
constant functions it has a unique hence least fixed point, the value of the function. 
If h is the identity, the least fixed point is 0. In all other cases, the unique fixed 
point of h is 0’. Since each function A’+J’ + A in T is essentially unary, it follows 
that all least fixed points exists, for all functions in T, including the vector valued 
functions An+J’ --f A”. Moreover, the function ft defined by least fixed points is in 
T, for each f : n --+ n + p E T, since T contains all of the constant functions. Due 
to the pointwise definition of dagger, the scalar parameter identity holds. Since the 
functions are essentially unary, the scalar double dagger identity holds trivially as does 
the pairing identity. Thus, the theory T is a weak Park theory. But f has pre-fixed 
points strictly less then 0’, namely any constant n’ with n # 0. The dagger operation 
of this example is monotonic. 
Example 5.20. Now take 3 copies of N, say N, N’ and N” = {O”, l”, . . .}. Extend 
the partial order of the previous example so that the partial order on N” is again the 
opposite of that on N, each element of N” is larger than any element of N, and any 
element of N” is incomparable with any element of N’. Then add a top element, say T. 
This completes the definition of the poset B. Extend the definition off of the previous 
example by defining f(T) = T and f (n”) = (n + I)“, for each n” E N”. Then let 
g denote the function B + B defined symmetrically (so that n” is the symmetric pair 
of n’, for each integer n) except that g(0’) = T. Thus, g(0”) = 0”. Now both f 
and g are monotonic, so that together with the constants they generate a subtheory of 
Th,(B). T is partially ordered with respect to the pointwise order. Defining iteration 
on T pointwise by least fixed points, which exist, we obtain a weak Park theory 
which is not a Park theory. The dagger operation is not monotonic, since f dg, but 
ft = 0' 6 0" = gt. 
As in Proposition 5.15, we can show that each weak Park theory is isomorphic to 
a concrete weak Park theory, which is subtheory of the theory of monotonic functions 
over a poset with a bottom element and in which dagger is defined pointwise by least 
fixed points. The details are omitted. 
5.1. Free (ordered) iteration theories 
Since Conway theories and iteration theories are defined by means of equations, 
they form varieties of preiteration theories. Similarly, the class of ordered iteration 
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theories (or Conway theories) is a variety of ordered preiteration theories, and the 
class of all ordered iteration theories with a monotonic dagger is a subvariety of the 
class of preiteration theories with a monotonic dagger. Moreover, Park theories (weak 
Park theories, respectively) form a quasi-variety of ordered preiteration theories with a 
monotonic dagger (ordered preiteration theories, respectively). In this section, we give 
a concrete description of the free theories in the above varieties. 
Suppose that C is a signature. For each letter G E C, there is a corresponding finite, 
hence regular C-tree 0’1 : 1 4 n. The tree 0~ has IZ + 1 vertices, i.e., the partial 
function oy is defined on n + 1 distinct words in [WI*. The root is labeled G and for 
each i E [n], the ith successor of the root is labeled xi. Formally, a~ is the partial 
function [WI* ---f C U X, defined by 
if u = 2, 
if rd = i E [n], 
otherwise, 
where 2 denotes the empty word. 
The following result was proved in [ 151. 
Theorem 5.21. The theory Ctr of regular C-trees is the free iteration theory on the 
signature C, ~freely generated by the map q : C + Ctr. 
Corollary 5.22. Equipped with the ordering dejined in Example 5.11, the theory Ctr 
is both the free ordered iteration theory and the free ordered iteration theory with a 
monotonic dagger, ,freely generated by the the signature C. 
Proof. First note that Ctr is an ordered iteration theory with a monotonic dagger. 
Suppose that T is an ordered iteration theory and that cp : C -+ T is a function with 
cr’p E T( l,n), for all CJ E C,, n 20. There is a unique iteration theory morphism 
cp’ : Ctr ---f T with 9. cp” = cp. To complete the proof we need to show that qDp is 
monotonic. But let f dg : 1 + p in Ctr. There exist regular trees h : 1 + n and 
t : n -+ p with 
f‘ = h . I,,/,, g = h. t. 
Thus, 
It follows that the inequations between preiteration theory terms that hold in all ordered 
iteration theories are exactly those that hold in all ordered iteration theories with a 
monotonic dagger. Thus, in a suitable formal proof that an inequation holds in these 
theories, one never needs to use a rule expressing that dagger is monotonic, only in 
trivial cases. 
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Corollary 5.23. The class of ordered iteration theories is the variety of ordered preit- 
eration theories generated by the o-continuous theories. The class of ordered iteration 
theories with a monotonic dagger is the variety of ordered preiteration theories with 
a monotonic dagger generated by the o-continuous theories. The class of iteration 
theories is the variety of preiteration theories generated by the unordered reducts of 
the o-continuous theories. 
The last part of Corollary 5.23 was proved in [15]. 
Remark 5.24. The variety of ordered iteration theories (with or without a monotonic 
dagger) is also generated by each of the following classes. 
1. The class of all A-continuous theories or rational theories. 
2. The class of theories Th,(A) or Thd(A), where A is an o-complete poset or a 
cpo with a bottom element. 
3. The class of all strict ordered preiteration theories in which the horn-sets are cpo’s, 
iteration is defined via least pre-fixed points, and in which the parameter identity holds. 
4. The class of all theories of the form Th,(A), where A is a cpo with a bottom 
element. 
5.2. Non-monotonic ordered theories 
In addition to ordered theories, we will consider non-monotonic ordered theories T 
equipped with a partial order d defined on each horn-set T(n, p) subject only to the 
condition that 
f <g*p.f dP.5 
for all f ,g : n + p and for all base morphisms2 p : m + n. A morphism of non- 
monotonic ordered theories is a theory morphism which preserves the partial order. 
Suppose that T is a non-monotonic ordered theory and a preiteration theory. If for 
each n, p 2 0, I,, is the least element in T(n,p), then we call T a non-monotonic 
ordered preiteration theory. A morphism of non-monotonic ordered preiteration theo- 
ries is a preiteration theory morphism which preserves the partial order. Since I,, = 
(1, @ O,)t, these morphisms preserve the least elements. Note that any ordered preit- 
eration theory is a non-monotonic ordered preiteration theory. 
Definition 5.25. A non-monotonic ordered Conway theory (non-monotonic ordered 
iteration theory) is a non-monotonic ordered preiteration theory which is a Conway 
theory (iteration theory, respectively). A morphism T + T’ of non-monotonic ordered 
* For the completeness results of the paper, it would be sufficient to require this condition only for sujective 
base morphisms. 
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Conway or iteration theories is a preiteration theory morphism that preserves the partial 
order. 
Definition 5.26. A non-monotonic weak Park theory is a non-monotonic ordered Con- 
way theory T satisfying the weak Park induction principle. If T and T’ are non- 
monotonic weak Park theories, a morphism T + T’ is a preiteration theory morphism 
that preserves the partial order. 
It follows from the above definition that the dagger operation in weak Park theories 
provides least solutions of the iteration equations. Moreover, each Park theory or weak 
Park theory is a non-monotonic weak Park theory, and each ordered Conway theory 
(iteration theory, respectively) is a non-monotonic ordered Conway theory (iteration 
theory, respectively). 
Example 5.27. Let N denote the non-negative integers and let A = {I} UN U {T}. Let 
T denote the smallest subtheory of Pow(A) containing the constants and the function 
f : A -+ A defined by: f(l) = f(T) = T, f(n) = n+ 1, n E N. Then each morphism 
g : 1 + p in T is either a function fk . i,, where k 20 and i E [p], or a constant 
function. 
When g : 1 + 1 + p in T, define gt : 1 + p by 
so that gt is in T. Then the scalar versions of the parameter, composition and double 
dagger identities hold in T. Thus, if we define Of = 0, and extend the dagger operation 
for morphisms n 4 n + p with n > 1 by the scalar pairing identity, T becomes a 
Conway theory. 
Define the partial order < on A by 
a<b iff a=bora=_L. 
Then for each n 3 0, the set A” is also partially ordered as is the theory T under the 
pointwise order. T is not an ordered theory, since composition is not monotonic, but 
it is a weak ordered theory. Moreover, T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory, but 
not a weak Park theory. 
Example 5.28. Call a morphism g : m -+ q in a theory ideal if none of the morphisms 
i, . g is a distinguished morphism j,, for any j E [q]. An ideal theory is a theory T 
such that if f : 1 -+ n is ideal, then f. g is also ideal, for each g : n + p. An iterative 
theory [ 131 is an ideal theory T such that each ideal morphism f : n --) n + p has a 
unique fixed point ft : n --f p. It is shown in [3,4, 161 that if T is an iterative theory 
and _L is a given morphism 1 + 0, then the dagger operation can be extended to all 
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morphisms n -+ n + p such that T becomes a Conway theory with 1 I t = I, in fact 
an iteration theory. The resulting theory is called a pointed iterative theory. 
Suppose that T is a pointed iterative theory with point I : 1 + 0. Then I,, = 
(I,. . . , I) . O,, for each II, p 3 0. We may define a partial order on T by f bg iff 
i, . f = i, ’ g or i,, . f = II,, for each i E [n]. The theory T equipped with the partial 
order < is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. Note that the partial order d is flat 
on each horn-set T( 1, p). 
When Z is a signature, both CTR and Ctr are pointed iterative theories with point 
the empty tree 1 -+ 0. Thus, equipped with the partial order defined in the previous 
example that we now denote by L, both CTR and Ctr are non-monotonic weak Park 
theories. 
Proposition 5.29. For each signature C, the theory Ctr equipped with the partial 
order L is freely generated by Z in the class of non-monotonic ordered iteration 
theories. 
Proof. If T is a non-monotonic ordered iteration theory, any rank-preserving map cp : 
C -+ T extends to an iteration theory morphism (p’ : Ctr + T. Since the partial order 
C is flat, it follows that cp” preserves the partial order. 0 
It follows that any inequation that holds in non-monotonic ordered iteration theories, 
other than an equation, is trivial. 
Corollary 5.30. The variety of non-monotonic ordered preiteration theories gener- 
ated by the pointed iterative theories equipped with the partial order dejined in Ex- 
ample 5.28 is the class of all non-monotonic ordered iteration theories. The variety 
of preiteration theories generated by the unordered reducts of the pointed iterative 
theories is the class of iteration theories. 
6. Main results 
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. The variety of non-monotonic ordered preiteration theories generated 
by the non-monotonic weak Park theories is the class of non-monotonic ordered it- 
eration theories. The variety of ordered preiteration theories generated by the class 
of weak Park theories or the class of Park theories is the variety of all ordered 
iteration theories. The variety of ordered preiteration theories with a monotonic dag- 
ger generated by the class of Park theories is the variety of all ordered iteration 
theories with a monotonic dagger. The variety of preiteration theories generated by 
the unordered reducts of (weak, non-monotonic weak) Park theories is the class of 
all iteration theories. 
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The proof of this theorem will be completed in Section 12. 
A preiteration theory term is a well-formed expression built in the usual way from 
sorted variables f : n + p and constants representing the distinguished morphisms i, : 
1 + n as well as the operations of composition, tupling and iteration. (The constants 
I, and 0, as well as the pairing and separated sum operations may be treated as 
abbreviations.) 
Corollary 6.2. An inequation between preiteration theory terms holds in all non- 
monotonic ordered iteration theories ifs it holds in all non-monotonic weak Park 
theories. An inequation between preiteration theory terms holds in all ordered itera- 
tion theories or ordered iteration theories with a monotonic dagger ifs it holds in all 
weak Park theories ifl it holds in all Park theories. An equation between preiteration 
theory terms holds in all iteration theories ifs it holds in all (weak, non-monotonic 
weak) Park theories. 
7. The weak functorial implication in Park theories 
In this section, T denotes a non-monotonic weak Park theory. 
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that f : n in+p, g:mjm+pandh:ndm in thetheorl 
T. Ij 
f-(he&,) = hog, (25) 
f+ dh.g+. (26) 
Proof. We have 
J’ . (h . g+, lp) = f . (h @ $1. (s+, $J
= h e 9. (s+, $J 
= h.gt. 
Thus, (26) follows from (24). 0 
Remark 7.2. When T is a Park theory, (26) follows assuming f. (h CD Ip) G h. g in- 
stead of (25). 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose that f : n -_) n + p, g : m + m + p in T. !f’ the square 
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commutes, where z is a surjective base morphism, and if i, . f + = j,, . f t, jbr all 
i, j E [n] with iz = jz, then f + = z. g+. 
Proof. Suppose that the base morphism CI : m - n is a left inverse of r, so that 
CI. z = 1,. Then, by assumption, f t = r. ct. ft. Thus, 
g . (c! . f +, lp) = CI. 7. g . (a. f +, l&J 
=a .f.(ZcB 1,). (wf+, lp) 
= c( .f. (z~wf+, lp) 
= a. f. (f +, lP) 
=a.f+. 
Thus, since T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory, gt d M. f + and r. gt 6 z. a. f + = 
ft. But by Lemma 7.1, f+<,.g+, so that f+ = r.g+. 0 
Corollary 7.4. Suppose that the following diagram commutes in T, where p and z 
are surjtxtive base morphisms: 
f 
n kn+p 
t 1 1 &I, 
9 
m Fm+p 
P 1 1 &I, 
k 
h 
>k+p 
If i, . f + = j, . f +, for all i, j E [n] with izp = jzp, then f + = z. g+, g+ = p. h+ and 
f’ = z.p.h+. 
Proof. We have f+ = z. p. h+ and f + = z. g+, by Lemma 7.3. But then gt = p . h+, 
since r is subjective base. 0 
8. Vector forms of first-order sentences 
Suppose that T is a theory and k is a positive integer. The theory Tk has morphisms 
n d p the T-morphisms nk - pk, i.e., Tk(n, p) = T(nk, pk). Suppose that f : n ---) p 
and g : p ---f q in Tk. Their composite in Tk is the T-morphism f. g : nk d qk, so 
that composition in Tk is the composition inherited from T. For each i E [n], n 20, 
the ith distinguished morphism 1 + n in Tk is the T-morphism 
O(i-1)k @ l/c @ O(n-i)k, 
which we will denote by iLk’. The distinguished morphisms determine the tupling op- 
eration. It follows that the tupling of the Tk-morphisms f 1,. . . , fn : 1 + p is their 
tupling (fl,...,fn) in T. 
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Note that the identity morphism l,,@) : n -+ n in Tk is the T-identity Ink : nk -+ nk. 
Moreover, the unique Tk-morphism Oik’ : 0 + n is the T-morphism Onk. Generalizing 
this notation, we will denote a base morphism II + p in Tk as pck). 
Sometimes we will represent an integer in [nk] as a pair (i,j)nk := (i - 1)k + j, 
often denoted just (i,j), where i E [n] and j E [k]. Each base morphism pck) : n+p 
is determined by a function b : [n] + [p] satisfying 
for all i E [n], j E [k]. 
When T is a preiteration theory, Tk is also a preiteration theory. The iteration op- 
eration in Tk is that inherited from T, so that for f : n + n + p in Tk, the iterate of 
f is the T-morphism ff : k n + pk. When T is an ordered or non-monotonic ordered 
theory, so is Tk with the partial order inherited from T, and if the dagger operation is 
monotonic on T, it is also monotonic on Tk. 
Theorem 8.1. If T is an (ordered, non-monotonic ordered) Conway theory, then so 
is Tk, for each k > 1, and similarly for ordered Conway theories with a monotonic 
dagger. If T is a (weak, non-monotonic weak) Park theory, Tk is also a (weak, 
non-monotonic weak) Park theory, for each k b 1. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.4, 5.5 and 5.7, Proposition 5.17 and the definitions. 
u 
An atomic formula in the first-order language of preiteration theories is an equation 
t = t’ between sorted terms n -+ p built in the usual way from sorted variables n -+ p 
and constants i, and 0, using the operations of composition, tupling and iteration. (The 
constants 1, and the operations of pairing and separated sum as well as the constants 
for the base morphisms may be defined in terms of the other operations and constants.) 
A first-order formula is an expression built in the usual way using the truth functional 
connectives and quantifiers from these atomic formulas. The first-order language of 
ordered or non-monotonic ordered preiteration theories has atomic formulas t < t’ as 
well. A formula containing no free occurrence of a variable is a sentence. 
Suppose that T is an (ordered, non-monotonic ordered) preiteration theory and that 
@ is a set of sentences. We write T b @ when each sentence cp E Qi holds in T, or is 
satisfied by T. If CD is a singleton {cp}, we write T k cp for T k @. 
Definition 8.2. Suppose that T is an (ordered, non-monotonic ordered) preiteration 
theory and that ‘p is a sentence of the corresponding first-order language. We say that 
the vector form of cp holds in T, or is satisfied by T, if Tk + cp, for each k > 1. 
The above definition can be extended to sets of sentences in the obvious way. 
An alternative definition is also possible. For a given sentence cp and integer k 2 1, 
let #) denote the sentence obtained from cp by replacing each variable of sort n + p 
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by a variable of sort nk ---f pk, and each base morphism p by pck). Then the vector 
form of cp holds in T iff T + cp@), for each k > 1. 
As an example, consider the scalar parameter identity 
Vf : 1 ----t 1 + p, g : p----f q (f.(11 es>)+ = f+ .g. 
Denoting this sentence by cp, the sentence q (k), for an integer k 3 1, is the following 
one: 
Vf :kik+pk, g:pk--tqk (f.(lk@g))+=f+.g. (27) 
When T is a Conway theory, the vector form of cp holds in T as do the vector forms 
of all of the defining identities. 
For any preiteration theory T satisfying the the right zero identity, the sentence given 
in (27) holds in T iff the parameter identity holds. 
Lemma 8.3. Suppose that Ax is some set of sentences uch that each preiteration 
theory satisfying Ax satisjies the vector forms of the sentences in Ax. Suppose that 
Ax /= cp, i.e., any preiteration theory satisfying Ax is a model of cp. Then for each 
preiteration theory T, if T k Ax then T satisjes the vector form of cp. The same 
fact holds for ordered and non-monotonic ordered preiteration theories. 
Proof. Suppose that T k Ax. Then Tk k Ax, for each k 3 1. Since Ax b cp, Tk k cp. 
0 
Corollary 8.4. If a sentence cp holds in all (ordered, non-monotonic ordered) Conway 
theories, or in all Conway theories with a monotonic dagger, then so does the vector 
form of cp. Similarly, if cp holds in all (weak, non-monotonic weak) Park theories, 
then so does its vector form. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 8.1 and Lemma 8.3. 0 
9. Identities associated with groups and semigroups 
All semigroups considered in this paper are finite. 
Suppose that S = (S, 0) is a finite semigroup on the set [n], where n 2 1. For each 
i E [n], let p”, or just pi when S is understood, denote the base morphism n + n 
defined by 
j,. pf := (i 0 j),, for all j E [n], 
i.e. 
pf = ((i 0 l)n,(i 0 2),, . . . ,(i 0 n),). 
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Remark 9.1. The composites of the base morphisms pf capture the structure of the 
semigroup S: 
s s s 
Pi Pj = PjOi. 
From now on, we write just ij instead of i o j. The morphism (ij), is the corre- 
sponding base morphism 1 t n. The morphisms pf are called the base morphisms 
associated with the semigroup S. 
Let f be a morphism 1 + n + p in a preiteration theory T. We define 
.fs:=(~,~f)II(PS,...,P~):~~~+P. 
Thus, 
.fs=(f.(Ps~l,),...,f.(P~81,)). 
Definition 9.2. The semigroup identity C(S) associated with the semigroup S is the 
equation 
f’+ = z, . (J‘ (7, @3 lJ)+. s 
Note that this identity is an instance of the scalar commutative identity. In preiteration 
theories T satisfying the permutation identity, it is possible to associate an identity with 
any finite semigroup, not just with those defined on some set [n]. In such theories, 
identities associated with isomorphic semigroups are equivalent. When S is a monoid 
or a group, we call the associated identity C(S) a monoid or group identity. 
Example 9.3. Suppose that U is the three-element monoid on the set [3] with identity 
1 and two right zero elements 2 and 3. The identity C(U) is the equation 
(.f’> f’.((23>23,33)@Ip), f((33,23,33)@Ip))+ = ~3.(f.(73@lp))+, 
where J’ : 1 + 3 + p. 
Each semigroup identity has a vector form. Suppose that S is a semigroup on the 
set [n]. Let us write pi for pf, i E [n]. When F : k -+ nk + q, k2 1, define 
Fs := (z$” . F) 11 (py’, . . . , p:") : nk -+ nk + q. 
The vector form of C(S) is the identity 
F; = z;” (F. ($’ @ lp’k’))+, 
where F : k -+ nk + pk. Note that if the right zero identity holds in T then T satisfies 
the vector form of C(S) iff 
Fi = 7;“. (F. (zf) @ lq))+, 
for all F : k + nk + q in T. 
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In the rest of this section we assume that T is a preiteration theory 
least the permutation and right zero identities. 
satisfying at 
Lemma 9.4. Suppose that M is a monoid with cardinality IMI = n. The following 
two conditions are equivalent for a morphism g : n + n + p in T: 
1. For all i E [n], py . g = g. (py @ 1,). 
2. There is a morphism f : 1 + n + p with g = f,+t. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that M = [n] and that the integer 
1 is the identity element of M. We will write pi for PM, i E [n]. We have 
A . pi . f ,t4 = (i.h . f h4 
= f . (Pi, @ IpI 
and 
~PI ‘fM’(Pi @Jlp)=f ‘(Pj’Pi@lp), 
for all i, j E [n]. But 
Pij = Pj ’ Pi 
by Remark 9.1. Thus, the second condition implies the first one. (Note the fact M has 
a unit element was not used here.) 
For the converse, note that if the first condition holds, then 
i,.g= l,.pi.g= l,‘g’(pi$l~) 
for all i E [n]. 0 
Lemma 9.5. Suppose that G is a group of order n. Let f : 1 + n + p in T. Then 
i,. fk = 1,. fk, (30) 
for all i E [n], so that the components of fi are equal. 
Proof. We assume that G = [n] and that the identity element of G is the integer 1. 
Writing pi for pc, i E [n], we have 
fG=Pi’fG’(Pi’@lp) 
by Lemma 9.4. Thus, 
since the permutation identity holds in T. From this, Eq. (30) follows by composing 
both sides with 1, on the left. 0 
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Corollary 9.6. Suppose that G is a group on the set [n] and that the identity element 
of G is the integer 1. Then T k C(G) ifs T satis$es the identity 
1, . f t; = (f . (hl@ lpN+, 
where f : 1 -+ n + p. 
Corollary 9.7. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. Then each 
group identity holds in T. 
Proof. Let G be a group of order n. Suppose that f : 1 + n + p in T. Since 
i, f & = j,, . f i, for all i, j E [n], and since the square 
fc 
n t n+p 
7, 
1 1 
T”fBl, 
1 ’ 1fP 
f4Tn@lp) 
commutes, we have 
f L = 7, (f . (7, CT3 lp)>’ 
by Lemma 7.3. 0 
Corollary 9.8. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory and that G is 
a finite group. Then the vector form of the group identity C(G) holds in T. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollaries 8.4 and 9.7. 0 
Remark 9.9. We can show that if a group identity C(G) holds in a Conway theory, 
then so does its vector form; see [21]. 
For the definition of the semidirect product of semigroups the reader is referred to 
[11,29]. 
Lemma 9.10. Suppose that S and St are semigroups and S’ acts on S on the left. 
If C(S) and the vector form of C(S) hold in T, then so does the identity C(S*S’), 
where S *S’ is the semidirect product of S and S’ determined by the action. 
Proof. We may assume that S = [m] and S’ = [n] for some positive integers m and 
n. For each i E [m] and j E [n], let (i, j) denote the integer (i - 1)n + j E [mn]. Using 
this notation, the base morphisms associated with the semidirect product S + S’ are the 
morphisms 
p(iJ) : mn+mn, i E [ml,j E [nl 
(u, 0) H (i<‘u>, jv), 24 E [ml, v E [nl, 
where ju denotes the action of j on u. 
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Let us introduce the notations 
Ki := pf, l&j I= /f’, 
for all i E [m] and j E [n]. The base morphism plii) has the following decomposi- 
tion: 
p 
(24, v) 24 (‘u,ju) I+ (i(ju),ju), 
for all u E [m], u E [n]. Suppose that f : 1 + mn + p. Define 
F := (52. f) II (a1 ,...,r~,):n+mn+p. 
Thus, 
Fs=(z$).F) 11 (K~),...,K~)): mn -+ mn+ p. 
For each (i,j) E [mn], the (i,j)th component of Fs, (i,j),, . Fs, is the same morphism 
as the (i,j)th component of f stp. Indeed, 
(i,j),;Fs=jn.F.(IClnf~l~) 
=f .(CTj@lp)‘(KSn)$l I P ) 
zz f.(Q..&)@l 
J I P 
) 
= f. (P([,j) @ ‘PI 
= (GA,, -~s+s. 
Thus, 
Fs = fsw and Fs = f &. (31) 
(Of course, Fj denotes (Fs)t, and fJ*,, denotes ( fs*s,)t.) Since the vector form of 
C(S) holds in T, 
F; = 7:‘. (F . ($’ @ lp))+. (32) 
Also, 
CTj . Zi’ : (2.4, U) H (ju, jv) H jv 
and 
$‘-A.j : (U,?l) H U HjU, 
for all u E [ml, u E [n]. Hence, 
aj. 72’ = $‘. Aji, 
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for all j E [n]. Thus, 
F +;‘cB lp) = ((z, .f) 11 (~1,. .,~>>+:hBl~) 
=(z,.f) 11 ((71 *z;),...,cJn~z~‘) 
=(z,.f) 11 (z;).Al,...,z$)d,) 
=(Zn~f+%lp)) 11 (Al,.. m .> A,) 
= (f . (T@) g-3 lp))y. m 
Thus, by (31) and (32), and since C(Y) holds in T, 
fs*s’+ = z;’ . (F (z$’ @ lp))+ 
= 7;‘. (f . (7:’ cl3 I&+ 
= zln”’ z, . (f . (Ty 63 lp). (z, @ lp))+ 
= ~mn . cf. (Gm @ $a+, 
proving that C(S +S’) holds in T. 0 
Lemma 9.11. Suppose that the jiinctorial implication for injective base morphisms 
holds in T. Let S be a semigroup and S’ a subsemigroup of S. If C(S) holds in T 
then so does C(S). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that S = [n] and S’ = [m] for some 
positive integers n and m. Let pi := pf and pi := $‘, for all i E [n] and j E [ml. 
Denote k := n - m. Since S’ is a subsemigroup of S, there exist base morphisms 
"J ' . k + n, j E [ml, with 
Pj=(P~@Ok,~j). (33) 
Suppose that f : 1 ---f m + p in T. Define 
Y:=f .(lm@Ok@lp): 1 +n+p. 
Since T k C(S), we have 
But by (33), the square 
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commutes. Indeed, for each j E [ml, 
Hence, by (33), and since T satisfies the functorial implication for injective base 
morphisms, 
Recall the monoid U defined in Example 9.3. 
Lemma 9.12. Suppose that T is a Conway theory. Then the identity C(U) holds 
in T. 
In the proof of Lemma 9.12, we will make use of the following fact. 
Lemma 9.13. Zf T is a Conway theory, then the identity 
(f 412J2,22)@1p), f .((22,12,22)@1p))+= (f+++,f+++) 
holds in T, where f : 1 4 3 + p. 
(34) 
Proof. Let g denote the morphism 
(f .((12> 12,22) @ qJ>, f .((22,12,22) 6B 1,)). 
Then, by the identity (5), 
g+ = (01 @(f 412,12,22)@1p))+, (f 412,22,12)@lP))+ .(l, @Oi @l,))+. 
By the double dagger and parameter identities, 
(f .((123 12322) @ $d+ = (f .((ll, 11) CB I,+,))+ 
= f++ 
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and 
(f412J2>12)@lp))+ =(f.(11 ~n~l~).((l,,ll)~l,+,))+ 
=(f.(11 @ncBl,))++ 
= u+ . (n @ $A)+, 
where 71 is the nontrivial base permutation 2 + 2. Thus, by (5), 
g+ = (01 w”++, (f+ ~(~G31p))+.(11 @Ol @l&t 
= (f+,f+)+. 
But, by the pairing identity, 
(f+J+)+ = (f++ . (h+, lp), A+), 
where 
h = f + . (f ++, 11+,) 
= f++, 
so that 
(f+,f+)+=(f++‘(f+++Jp)? f+++) 
= (f+++, f+++). 0 
Proof of Lemma 9.12. Let g denote the morphism 
(f, f 423J3,33)@1p), f .((33,23,33)@$7)). 
By the identity (6), we have 
g+ = (f + . (k lp), h), 
where, by the previous lemma, 
h = ((f .((I25 12,22) @lp>, f .((22,12,22) @ lp>)+ 
=(f+++,f+++). 
Thus, 
g+ = (f + . (f +++, f +++, lp), f +++, f +++). 
But 
f+~(f+++,f+++,lp)=f+.(f++.(f+++,lp),f+++,lp) 
= f + . (f ++, 11+&J . (f +++> lp) 
= f++. (f+++,&J 
zr f +++. 
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Thus, 
gt = (fttt,fttt,fttt) 
= 73 . cf. CT3 @ lp)Y 
by the triple dagger identity. 0 
Corollary 9.14. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. If the semi- 
group S is in the subsemigroup-semidirect product closure of the groups and the 
semigroup U, then both C(S) and the vector form of C(S) hold in T. 
10. Identities associated with transformation semigroups 
Suppose that S is a finite semigroup and A is a finite non-empty set. We call the 
pair (A,S) a transformation semigroup if a right action 
AxS+A, (a,s) +-+ as 
is given such that 
a(&) = (as)s’, 
for all a E A and s,s’ E S. Suppose that (A, S) is a transformation semigroup, X is a 
finite non-empty set and suppose that cp is a mapping X + S. Define the action 
AxX-+A, (a,x) H a(xcp), 
for all a E A and x E X. The system (A,S,X, cp), sometimes denoted just (A,X), is 
called an automaton. 
Suppose that (A,S) is a transformation semigroup such that A = [m] and S = [n] 
for some positive integers m and n. The base morphisms associated with (A,S) are the 
morphisms pi (Q) : n + m, j E [ml, defined by 
i, 'Pj MS) = (&, i E [n]. 
(Here, ji denotes the action of i on j.) When X is the set [k], where k is a positive 
integer, and when (A, S,X, cp) is an automaton, we define the base morphisms pj.A9A,s,xq) : 
k --f m, j E [ml, by 
ik ’ Pj 
(A,S,X,~) = o’(icp)) 
m, i E [k]. 
Suppose that f : 1 + n + p. The morphism f (A,s) : m + m + p is defined by 
f(A,S) := (Gl . f) I/ (P’;4?. . . J$y’). 
Similarly, when g : 1 -+ k + p, the morphism g(A,s,x,P) : m + m + p is defined by 
g(,QJrp) := (7,. g) 11 (py=y.. .,p$p”‘p’). 
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Definition 10.1. The transformation semigroup identity C(A,S) associated with (A,S) 
is the equation 
f :‘4,sj = Tm . (f. (7, @ $7>>+. 
The automaton identity C(A,S,X, rp) associated with (A,S,X,cp) is the identity 
YfA,$x,$Oj = rm . (9. (u @ $A>+ 
In preiteration theories satisfying the permutation identity, it is possible to assign 
an identity to each transformation semigroup (A,S) or automaton (A,X) without the 
requirement that the sets A, S and X be of the form [n]. 
Example 10.2. Suppose that S is a semigroup. Then, equipped with the natural right 
action of S on itself, (S,S) is a transformation semigroup. The identity C(S,S) is the 
identity C(S). 
In the rest of this section we assume that T is a preiteration theory satisfying at 
least the right zero and permutation identities. 
Lemma 10.3. Suppose that (A,X) = (A,S,X, cp) is an automaton. If T k C(A,S) 
then T k C(A,X). 
Proof. We may assume that A = [ml, S = [n] and X = [k], for some positive integers 
m,n,k. Let f : 1 + k+p in T. Since p is a mapping [k] + [n], there is a corresponding 
base morphism k + n in T. Define 
g:=f.(cp@l,):l+n+p. 
Then 
f WV = SMS). 
Indeed, for each j E [ml, 
j, f (.4.X) = f. (pjA3” 63 lp) 
and 
j,. m.S) = f. (cp 63 1,). (@“) e 1,) 
= f . (cp . py) CD lp). 
But the two maps ~7’~’ and cp. pys’ are equal, since 
pYX) : i ++ j(W), 
q.py,s): i ++ icp H j(icp), 
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for all i E [k]. Hence, 
f L, = S&S) 
= z, . (9 ’ (7, @ lp))+ 
= tm ’ Cf. (Cp @ 1.~). (Z,@ lp))+ 
= Tm . Cf. (Tk f3 q>+. n 
Suppose that (A,S) and (B, S) are transformation semigroups with A n B = 0. Then 
the disjoint sum (A,S) @ (B,S) is the transformation semigroup (A U B,S) equipped 
with the straightforward action of S on A U B. 
Lemma 10.4. Suppose that (Q,S) = (A,S) @ (B,S). If T satisjies the identity (7), 
and if T k C(A,S) and T /= (B,S), then T k C(Q, S). 
Proof. Suppose that A = [ml, B = {m + 1,. . ,m + n} and S = [k] for the positive 
integers m,n, k. Let f : 1 + k + p in T. Then 
f(Q,S, = (f&S) ’ (lm @ on @ l,>> Orn @f&S)) 
Thus, by (7), 
Let (A, S) and (B,S) be transformation semigroups. A morphism (A,S) + (B,S) is 
a function h : A + B such that 
(as)h = (ah)s, 
for all a E A and s E S. We call (B,S) a quotient of (A, S) if there is a sujective 
morphism (A,S) -+ (B,S). 
Lemma 10.5. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. Let (A,S) and 
(B,S) be transformation semigroups such that (B,S) is a quotient of (A, S). If T + 
C(A,S) then T /= C(B,S). 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that A = [ml, B = [k] and S = 
[n], for some m, k, n > 0. Since (B,S) is a quotient of (A,S), there is a smjective 
function z : [m] + [k] which is a morphism (A,S) + (B,S). Since r is a morphism of 
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transformation semigroups, the square 
.f;A.Sl 
m ,m+P 
7 
1 1 
@I,, 
k ,k+p 
f(B.S) 
commutes, where f : 1 --f n + p in T. This follows since for each j E [ml, 
and 
But for each i E [n], 
@s). 5 : i H ji H (ji)z 
p:.f’s) : i ++ (jz)i. 
Since r is a transformation semigroup morphism, (ji)z = (&)i. The square 
f’(8.S) 
k )k+p 
Tk 1 1 S@l, 
1 ) l+P 
f.(t@lp) 
also commutes. Since T b C(A,S), the components of f lAsj are equal. Thus, by 
Corollary 7.4, 
Lemma 10.6. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. tf the semigroup 
identity C(S) holds in T and the semigroup S’ is a quotient of S, then C(S) also 
holds in T. 
Proof. Let h be a surjective homomorphism S -+ S’. Define the action of S on S’ by 
(s’, s) H s’(sh), 
for all s E S and s’ E S’. Then the transformation semigroup (S’,S) is a quotient of 
the transformation semigroup (S,S). Thus, by the previous lemma, if T k C(S), then 
T t= C(S’,S). Let h’ be a mapping S’ -+ S such that h’ . h is the identity mapping on 
S’. By Lemma 10.3, if 2’ + C(S’,S), then T /= C(S’,S,S’,h’). But C(S’,S,S’,h’) is 
the identity C(S’). 0 
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Corollary 10.7. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. Then each 
semigroup identity C(S) holds in T. Moreover, the vector form of C(S) also holds 
in T. 
Proof. By the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition of finite semigroups, cf. [I 11, each fi- 
nite semigroup S is a quotient of a semigroup in the subsemigroupsemidirect product 
closure of the groups and the unit semigroup U. Hence the result follows from Corol- 
lary 9.14 and Lemma 10.6. The fact that the vector form of C(S) holds in T follows 
by Corollary 8.4. 0 
A transformation monoid is a transformation semigroup (A,S) such that S is a 
monoid and the identity element of S induces the identity mapping on A. 
Lemma 10.8. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory and that (A,S) 
is a transformation monoid. Then T + C(A,S). 
Proof. Suppose that IAl = m. Then (A,S) is a quotient of the m-fold disjoint sum 
(S,S) @ .. . @ (S,S). Hence, by Corollary 10.7 and Lemma 10.4, T b (A,S). 0 
Corollary 10.9. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory and that (A,S) 
is a transformation semigroup. Then both C(A, S) and the vector form of C(A, S) hold 
in T. 
Proof. By Corollary 8.4, it suffices to prove that T + C(A,S). Let S’ be the monoid 
obtained by adding the identity element I to S, and let (A,S’) be the transformation 
monoid obtained from (A,S) by extending the action of S to S1 so that the action of I is 
the identity mapping. Then, by Lemma 10.8, T + C(A,S’). But then, by Lemma 10.3, 
T + C(A,S). 0 
Corollary 10.10. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory and that 
(A,X) is an automaton. Then both C(A,X) and the vector form of C(A,X) hold in T. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 10.9 and Lemma 10.3. 0 
11. The commutative identity, revisited 
The commutative identity is not the vector form of the scalar commutative identity. 
In this section we prove that under mild assumptions the commutative identity is 
equivalent with the vector form of the scalar commutative identity. 
Recall that the scalar commutative identity is the equation 
((%I .f) II (/a,.. .,Pm>>’ = 7, .(f ‘(2, B lp))+, (35) 
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where f : 1 4 m -t p, m3 1, and where z, is the unique base morphism m --f 1, 
moreover, the morphisms pi : m ---f m are base. The vector form of (35) is the 
identity 
((TZ’ . f) (/ (pr”‘, . . ,pt’))+ = 72’ . (f . (7;) @ l’,“‘))+, (36) 
where f : n t mn + pn, $‘I = (la,. . . , I,,) : mn 4 n, lb”’ = l,, and where each 
pj”) is a base morphism mn + mn determined by a function ii : [m] + [ml, so 
that 
pi”) : [mn] + [ma], 
(r,s) =(r-- l)n+ s H (rbi - 1)n + s = (rfii,s), 
for all r E [m] and s E [n]. In preiteration theories satisfying the right zero identity, 
(36) is equivalent to the identity 
((zZ’.f) 11 (pl”),...,@))+ =z;‘.(f.(z~‘@lq))+, (37) 
where f : n + mn + q. If the permutation identity also holds, (37) can be rewritten 
as 
(G,, . ((72’ ‘j-1 II (PY’, . . .,P:‘)). (nm,n @ lq))t = 71n.m. $‘. (f . <z$’ CB Is>>+. (38) 
Here, 7~,,~ : nm + mn is the base morphism determined by the function [nm] -+ 
[mn] : 
(i,j) = (i - 1)m +j~ (j,i) = (j - 1)n + i, 
for all i E [n] and j E [ml. The base morphism rc,,, is the inverse of rr,,,: rc,,, := rr,$. 
Note that 
71,,.~~)=~,~...~~,:nm--,n, 
so that 
Suppose that g = (gi, . . . , gn) : n + nm + q. Substituting g. (TC,,,~ $ 14) for f in (38), 
we obtain 
(%?I ((G?? .g. (%I m @ 14)) II (Pr”‘, . , P’“‘)) . (Gn,, @ I# , m 
= (z, @ . . . @ Tr?l> . (9. (z, @ . . . @ z, @ 1q>>+. (39) 
Writing Oj for rr,,, . p:“’ . n,,,, for j E [ml, the left-hand side of (39) is A+, where 
h := G,, (g. (al @ 14), , , . , g. (a, 63 14)) : nm -+ nm + q. 
Thus, for i E [n] and j E [ml, the (i,j)th component of h is 
!a . (aj cl3 14). 
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Moreover, for j E [ml, 
Thus, when the right zero and permutation identities hold, the vector form of the scalar 
commutative identity (35) is equivalent to (40), which is a particular subcase of the 
commutative identity 
((r.g) II (Cl, . ..> 0, ,... ,01,..., om))+=r.(g.(r@))+, (40) 
where g : n + nm + q, z = z, @ . . . CB z, : nm ---) n, and where the aj are base 
morphisms nm --f nm with Cj. z = z. 
Lemma 11.1. Suppose that T is a Conway theory. Then the commutative identity 
holds in T $f the vector form of the scalar commutative identity holds. 
Proof. By the preceding argument, if the commutative identity holds in T then so does 
the vector form of the scalar commutative identity. Suppose for the converse that the 
vector form of the scalar commutative identity holds. Then Eq. (40) holds as well. By 
Lemma 4.3, we need to show that 
((T.f) II (Pl,... ,P,,))+ =7.(f wBlp))+t (41) 
for all f : n - nm + p and base morphisms pi : nm + nm with pi . z = z, i E [nm], 
where r is the base morphism r, @ . . @z, : nm + n. We will only consider the case 
that n = m = 2 and p = 0, since the generalization of the argument is straightforward. 
So suppose that f = (f l,f2) : 2 --) 4 and that the morphisms pi : 4 - 4, i E [4], are 
base with pi . z = z, where r = ~2 @ ~2. Then (41) takes the following form: 
(fl.Pl,fl.P2,f2.P3,f2.P4)+=(22~22)’((fl,f2).(22~22))+. (42) 
Write pi = pi,1 @pi,2, where pi,j : 2 --f 2, i E [4],j E [2]. Define 
P: := (Pl,l, P3,1) @02 @ (P1,2, P3,2) @02 : 8 --) 8, 
P; := (P2,1, P4,1) @ 02 @ (P2,2, P4,2) @ 02 : 8 --f 8, 
Pi := Pi, 
pi := p;. 
Then let 
~,:=fi~(12@02@12~02):1-‘8, 
yZ := j-2. (02 6312 ~302 ~3 12): 1 ---) 8, 
g:=(fi.p: )...) 71.p;, f2.p; )...) f2.p;):8+8. 
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Since Pi’ . (z4 @ 74) = 74 CB 74, i E [4], and since T satisfies (40), we have 
g+=(,4~,4).((f,,f*).(~4~Z4))+ 
=(Z4~Z4).((fl,fz).(Z2~Z*))+. 
Let 6 denote the base morphism 12 @ O2 $ l2 @ 02. Then the square 
4 (fl (Pl%.fl P2,f2. p,,fz, 6%) 
,4 
s 
1 1 
6 
8 r8 
B 
commutes. Indeed, 
(43) 
Pl .d = (Pl,l @Pl,2).6 = p,,l@o2@p,,2@02 z&p;, 
P2.6=(P2,l~P2,2).~=p2,,~02~p2,2$02=~.p:, 
so that 
u-1 .Pl,fl .p2).6= (7, &y-l .pk). 
Also, 
But since the functorial implication for injective base morphisms holds in T, we obtain 
(fl.Pl,fl.P2,f2.P3,f2.P4)+=S.g+. (44) 
Eq. (42) follows from (43) and (44). 0 
12. Proof of the main result 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, restated here as Corollar- 
ies 12.6-12.9. 
Lemma 12.1. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic weak Park theory. Then the com- 
mutative identity holds in T. 
Proof. By Lemma 11.1 and Corollary 8.4, we only need to show that the scalar com- 
mutative identity holds in T. Let f : 1 -+ n + p in T, and let pi be a base morphism 
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n --+ it, for each i E [n]. Suppose that there exists an automaton (.4,&X, cp), where 
A = [n] and X is an n-element set, such that 
(45) 
for all j E [n]. Then 
f(A&Y,~)=(fn.f) II (PI,.~~,h), 
so that 
((hl . .I”> II(Pl, ‘. 2 Pn >I+ =7, . (f . (% CB lp I>+ 
by Corollary 10.10. 
To complete the proof, we need to find the automaton (A,S,X,cp) such that (45) 
holds. For this reason, define the functions oi : [n] + [n], i E [n], by 
jCJi H ipj, 
for all j E [n]. Then let S be the subsemigroup of transformations [n] + [n] generated 
by the functions 0;. Further, supposing X = {xi,. . . ,xn}, let 
We have 
lPj 
’ (AAXqp) = j(xicp) = joi = ipj, 
for all i, j E [n], proving (45). 0 
Corollary 12.2. Each non-monotonic weak Park theory is a non-monotonic ordered 
iteration theory. Thus, each weak Park theory is an ordered iteration theory and 
each Park theory is an ordered iteration theory with a monotonic dagger. 
Proof. Suppose that T is a non-monotonic Park theory. By Lemma 12.1, T satisfies 
the commutative identity. Since T is also a Conway theory, T is a non-monotonic 
ordered iteration theory. 
If T is a weak Park theory, then by Proposition 5.17, T is an ordered Conway theory, 
and if T is a Park theory, then by Theorem 5.5, T is an ordered Conway theory with 
a monotonic dagger. 0 
Definition 12.3. We let 9, -Iy.Y and JV?N”~ denote the class of all Park, weak Park 
and non-monotonic weak Park theories, respectively. Moreover, we let and IT<, IT: 
and NIT G denote the all ordered iteration theories, ordered iteration theories with 
a monotonic dagger, and the class of all non-monotonic ordered iteration theories, 
respectively. The class IT is the class of all iteration theories. 
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Note that by Proposition 5.15, 9 is the quasi-variety of ordered preiteration theories 
with a monotonic dagger generated by the class of all concrete Park theories. Since 
9 is a quasi-variety of ordered preiteration theories with a monotonic dagger, all free 
theories exist in 9’. Similarly, all free weak Park theories exist in the quasi-variety of 
ordered preiteration theories WY’, and all free non-monotonic weak Park theories exist 
in MWY. 
Corollary 12.4. For each signature C, the theory of regular trees, Ctr is freely gen- 
erated by C in both classes 9 and WY’. 
Proof. By Example 5.11, Ctr is Park theory, hence a weak Park theory. Since Ctr is 
freely generated by C in the class of all ordered iteration theories; cf. Corollary 5.22, 
and since weak Park theories are ordered iteration theories, the result follows. 0 
Corollary 12.5. For each signature .JC, the theory of regular trees ztr, equipped with 
the partial order C dejined in Section 5.2, is freely generated by C in the class NIT $. 
Proof. The argument is the same as in the previous proof, but use Proposition 5.29. 
q 
Corollary 12.6. The variety of ordered preiteration theories with a monotonic dagger 
generated by Y is the class IT: of all ordered iteration theories with a monotonic 
dagger. 
Proof. Let Var(Y) denote the variety of ordered preiteration theories with a mono- 
tonic dagger generated by the class 9’. Then Var(Y) C IT!& by Corollary 12.2, and 
IT; C Var(S)), by Corollaries 12.4 and 5.22. q 
Corollary 12.7. The variety IT4 is generated by both 9 and W9. 
Corollary 12.8. The variety NIT< is generated by the class JV-IY-~‘. 
Corollary 12.9. The variety of preiteration theories generated by the class of un- 
ordered reducts of the (weak, non-monotonic weak) Park theories is the class IT of 
all iteration theories. 
13. Some quasi-varieties 
By Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 5.23, the axioms of Park theories are complete for 
the (in)equational theory of iteration in w-continuous theories. See also Remark 5.23. 
As shown below, the axioms of Park theories are not complete for the universal Horn 
theory of o-continuous theories. 
Let Sz denote the quasi-variety of ordered (pre)iteration theories with a monotonic 
dagger generated by the w-continuous theories. 
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Remark 13.1. The class Q is also the quasi-variety of ordered (pre)iteration theories 
with a monotonic dagger generated by the rational theories, or the A-continuous the- 
ories, or the theories Th,(A) or Thd(A), where A is an o-cpo or a cpo with bottom 
element. All these facts can be proved by standard arguments. Each rational theory can 
be embedded in an o-continuous theory, and each o-continuous theory can be embed- 
ded in a A-continuous one. Moreover, each o-continuous theory is isomorphic to sub 
o-continuous theory of a theory Th,(A), and a similar fact holds for the A-continuous 
theories. 
Theorem 13.2. Q is strictly included in 9. 
Proof. As noted above, each o-continuous theory is a Park theory. Hence 52 C 8. To 
show that the inclusion is proper, we exhibit a theory T in 9 \ 0. 
Let A be the poset o + 2 and T := Th,(A). The functorial implication for pure 
morphisms does not hold in T. Indeed, let s and h be the functions A + A defined by 
1 if x@{w,o+l}, 
if x E {w,w+ I}, 
if x # w, 
xh := 1 X _. (wtl ifx=o. 
Both functions are monotonic and hence morphisms 1 -+ 1 in T. Moreover, since 
Oh = 0, h is pure. Also s. h = h. s in T, since 
xhs = xsh = 
x+1 
o+l 
But ,t # h . st ,because .st 
Since Th&A) is a Park 
if x # {w,w + l}, 
if x E {w,w+ I}. 
=o and h.,t=w+l. 
theory, for each cpo A with a bottom element, T is in 9’. 
But since T does not satisfy the functorial implication for pure morphisms, T is not 
in Sz. See Example 5.10. 0 
Remark 13.3. Let 4 denote the quasi-variety of ordered (pre)iteration theories with a 
monotonic dagger generated by the theories of the form Th&A), where A is a cpo with 
a bottom element. The quasi-variety J?’ is also generated by those Park theories whose 
horn-sets are cpo’s and which satisfy the (scalar) parameter identity (see the proof of 
Proposition 5.15). The proof of Theorem 13.2 shows that 52 is properly included in JZ. 
Our proof of the completeness of the Park theory axioms for the (in)equational 
theory of iteration was based on showing that the commutative identity holds in all 
Park theories. It is natural to ask whether the weak fimctorial implication also holds in 
all Park theories, since in that case one could expect to give a simpler completeness 
proof. In addition, the weak functorial implication is the clue in many other proofs 
as mentioned in the Introduction. Below we will construct a Park theory TO which 
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does not satisfy the weak functorial implication. Thus, TO is another example of a Park 
theory not in &. 
Remark 13.4. As shown in [22], the theory T constructed in the proof of Theorem 13.2 
satisfies the weak functorial implication as does each theory Th,(A), for any cpo A 
with a bottom element. 
Suppose that cr, cr1 and 02 are distinct symbols. The signatures C and A are defined 
by C2 = {al,cr2}, 42 = & U {c} and C, = A, = 0, for all n # 2. 
Recall that a d-tree 1 + p is a partial function 
t:[w]*+AuX, 
subject to the conditions given in Example 2.5. Below we will sometimes write ut = i 
when ut is undefined. Thus, the domain of t is the set 
dam(t) = {U E [CO]* : ut # I}. 
Since C c A, each C-tree is a A-tree. Recall that ATR is an w-continuous theory hence 
a Park theory and an iteration theory. 
Definition 13.5. Let f : 1 + p be a C-tree and g : 1 + p a A-tree. We call f a 
C-variant of g if for all words u E [w]‘, 
ugE&UX,U{I}a4f=ug, 
ug = a*uf E &. 
A Z-tree t : 1 + p is bala riced if t = Oi . (t’, t’), for some Ci E C2 and t’ : 1 -+ p in 
CTR. 
Note that when f is a C-variant of g, dam(f) = dam(g). 
As a first step in the construction of the Park theory TO, we define a dagger con- 
gruence = on the iteration theory ATR. The definition of G will involve two other 
relations. 
Definition 13.6. Suppose that f,g : 1 + p in ATR. We define f < g if for all 
24 E [WI”, 
ufE{o}UXpU{I}*ug=uf, 
uf E &*ugE {uf,a}. 
Moreover, when uf E & and ug = 0, there exists a balanced C-variant of the subtree 
fu off. 
Lemma 13.7. Suppose that f ,g, h : 1 --+ p in ATR with f --c g and f -c h. Then 
there is u tree t : 1 + p with g--~ t and h -C t. 
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Proof. Define 
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fs ut := if ug = 0 or uh = 0, 
u f otherwise, 
for all u E [o]*. Note that if neither ug nor uh is (T, then uf = ug = uh. 
We will only show that g < t, since the proof that h-~ t is the same. The only 
concern why g --c t may not hold is that ug E C2 and ut = CT, but g,, does not have 
a balanced C-variant. But if ug E Z2 and ut = CT then uf = ug and uh = a. Since 
f < h, the tree fU has a balanced C-variant. But since f -C g, any C-variant of fU 
is a C-variant of gU. 0 
Remark 13.8. The tree t constructed in the proof of Lemma 13.7 has also the following 
property: If g -C t’ and h -C t’ for some t’ : 1 ---) p in ATR, then t -C t’. 
Lemma 13.9. Suppose that f < f’ : 1 + p and gi < gi : 1 + q, for all i E [p]. 
Then 
f ‘9 -c f’.g’ 
for the trees g := (gl,. .,gP) and g’ := (g{, . . . ,g’,). 
Proof. We only show that if u E [o]* and u( f. g) E Cz, u( f' . g’) = 0, then (f g)U, 
the subtree of f. g at u has a balanced C-variant. There are two cases. 
l If uf E C2 and uf’ = CJ, then f U has a balanced C-variant. It follows that (f . g)U = 
f U. g also has a balanced C-variant. 
l If u = vz and vf = xi, zg E Cz for some words v,z and an integer i E [p], then 
(f . g)U = (gi)z. But zg( = CJ and gi --c gi, so that (gi)z has a balanced C-variant. 
0 
Lemma 13.10. Let f ,g : 1 + 1 + p in ATR with f --c g. Then ft -C gt. 
Proof. We prove that if u f t E 12 and ugt = g, for some word u E [WI*, then (f t ),, 
has a balanced C-variant. Indeed, (ft)U = f U. (f t, lp) for some word v such that 
vf E Z2 and vg = IJ. Since f + g the tree f U has a balanced C-variant t. Let s be 
any C-variant of f t . Then t. (s, lp) is a balanced C-variant of (f + )U. 0 
The relation < is reflexive but not transitive. Let 5 denote the transitive closure 
of <.Fortrees f,g:n+pinATR,n#l,deiine f Egifi”.f &i,.g.Thus,for 
each n, p > 0, the relation & is a partial order on the trees ATR(n, p). By Lemmas 13.9 
and 13.10, the 
order L. 
theory operations and dagger are monotonic with respect to the partial 
Lemma 13.11. Suppose that f ,g, h : n + p in ATR with f C g and f !& h. Then 
there is a tree t:n-+pinATRwithgLtandhct. 
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Proof. When n = 1 this follows from Lemma 13.7. The extension for n # 1 is obvious. 
0 
Definition 13.12. For each f ,g : n -+ p in ATR we define f E g if there exists a tree 
h:n+pwith f ChandgCh. 
Corollary 13.13. The relation E is a dagger congruence on ATR, in fact the smallest 
dagger congruence such that 
forallf,g:1-+p. 
Thus, the quotient theory T := ATR/ = is an iteration theory. 
We now define another partial order on ATR. 
Definition 13.14. Suppose that f,g : 1 + p in ATR. We define .f < r g if 
Uf EXpU{o,~}~ug=uf 
uf E c2 =+ ug E {uf 9 01, 
for all u E [CO]‘. Further, we define f d 2 g if f = g, or dom( f) c dam(g) and 
uf E xp =+ ug = uf, 
uf E A,+ugE A2, 
for all u E [CO]* 
Note that if f E g then f d lg, which in turn implies that dom( f) = dam(g). 
Lemma 13.15. Both 6 1 and ~2 are partial orders. Let j = 1 or j = 2. Suppose 
that f <jf’ : 1 -+ p and g, <jgi : 1 --+ q, for all i E [p]. Then 
.f ‘(gl,...7g,) Gjf’-(g{,-.-,gL)a 
Moreover, tf f <jg : 1 + 1 + p then f t <, gt, 
For later use we prove two properties of the partial order d I 
Lemma 13.16. Let f,g and f’ be trees 1 +pinATR.iff<lgandf~f’then 
there exists a tree g’ : 1 + p with g C g’ and f’ d 1 g’. 
Proof. The proof is easily completed once we have shown that if f < 19 and f --c f’ 
then there exists a tree g’ : 1 --+ p with g -C g’ and f’ d 1 g’. So suppose that f d 1 g 
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and f--~ f’. Define g’ by 
ug’ := 
{ 
Is if ug = CT or uf’ = 0, 
ug otherwise, 
for all u E [CO]*. Thus, if uf E X, U {I} then uf = ug = uf’ = ug’, and if uf E 42 
then ug, uf’ and ug’ are all in Al. 
Claim. f’ < i g’. The only concern is that for some word u E [CO]*, uf’ = (T and 
ug’ E Cz, or uf’ and ug’ are distinct letters in Cl. But by the definition of g’, if 
uf’ = CT then ug’ = (T. Moreover, if uf’ and ug’ are in &, then ug’ = ug = uf = uf I. 
Claim. g + g’. We prove that if u E [CO]* with ug E & and ug’ = CJ, then g,, has a 
balanced C-variant. Indeed, we have uf = ug and uf’ = CJ. Since f + f ‘, f U has a 
balanced C-variant t. Since f d 1 g, t is a C-variant of g,,. 
Lemma 13.17. Suppose that f ,g, h : 1 + p in ATR. Zf f d 1 g, f C h and g< 1 h, 
then g C h. 
Proof. Since f C h there exists a chain of trees f 1,. . . , f k : 1 + p, k > 0, with 
f = fl -C f2 -C ... -=c fk = h. 
Define gi := g and 
i 
cr 
ugi := 
if ugi_l = (T or ufi = 0, 
%I- 1 otherwise, 
foralll<ibkanduE[w]*.Thengk=h,gl~g2~...~gkandfidlgi,for 
all iE[k]. 0 
Corollary 13.18. Suppose that f ,, f 2, f 3 and g are trees in ATR( 1, p). Zf 
flGlf2Glf3, fl 5s andf3 Cg, then f2CIg. 
Definition 13.19. Suppose that f ,g : 1 4 p in ATR. We define f 3 g if f <,g or 
f 62g. When f,g : n + p, n # 1, we define f II: g if i,,. f 3 i,,.g, for all i E [n]. 
Lemma 13.20. The relation 5 is a partial order on ATR. 
Proof. It is obvious that 3 is reflexive. Suppose that f ,g : 1 + p with f 5 g and 
g 5 f. Then dom( f) = dam(g), so that either f = g or f d lg and g 6 1 f. But d I 
is a partial order, hence f = g. The transitivity of 3 follows from the following fact. 
Suppose that f ,g, h are distinct trees 1 + p in ATR with f 61g62h or f <2gGlh. 
Then f huh. But both < 1 and 62 are transitive. 0 
Corollary 13.21. Equipped with the partial order 3, ATR is an ordered iteration 
theory with a monotonic dagger. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemmas 13.20 and 13.15. The least tree II --f p with respect 
to the partial order 5 is the tree I,,,. 0 
Using the relation 5, we now define a partial order on the iteration theory T = 
ATR/ =. 
Definition 13.22. Suppose that C, D : n --+ p in T. We define C 5 D if there exist 
f E C and g E D with f 3 g. 
It follows that C 5 D iff i, . C 3 i, . D, for all i E [n]. 
Remark 13.23. Suppose that C, D : 1 + p are distinct morphisms in T. If there exist 
f E C and g ED with f <zg, then f'&g' and f' $1 g' hold for all f' E C and 
g/ED. 
Below we will write C 6 jD, where j = 1 or j = 2, if there exist f E C and g E D 
with fdjg. 
Lemma 13.24. Suppose that C, D : 1 + p in T with Cd ID. Then for each f E C 
there exists a g E D with f 6 19. 
Proof. Suppose that f 1, f2 E C and gl E D with f I< 191. We need to show that 
there exists a tree g2 E D with f 2 6 192. Since f 1 E f 2, there exists a tree f 3 E C 
such that f 1 C f 3 and f 2 L f 3. But by Lemma 13.16, there is a tree g2 E D with 
f 3 d I 92. Since f 2 L f 3, we have f 2 G 1 f 3. But d 1 is transitive, so that f 2 < I g2. 
Corollary 13.25. Suppose that C, D : n --f p in T. Then C 5 D ifSfor each f E C 
there exists a g E D with f 3 g. 
Lemma 13.26. The relation 3 is a partial order on T. 
Proof. It is clear that 3 is reflexive, and by Corollary 13.25, it is transitive. To com- 
plete the proof, suppose that C, D : 1 --+ p with C 5 D and D 3 C. We need to 
show that C = D. Assume to the contrary that C # D. By Corollary 13.25, there 
exist fl,f3 E C and f2 E D with fl 5 f2 5 f3. If fld2f2 or f2G2f3 then 
dom(fi)Cdom(f3), contradicting fl G f3. Thus fl<lf2<,f3. Since f, z f3, 
there is a tree g E C with f 1 L g and f 3 C g. But then, by Corollary 13.18, f 2 & g, 
contradiction to C # D. Thus C = D. 0 
Corollary 13.27. Equipped with the relation 3, T is an ordered iteration theory with 
a monotonic dagger. 
Proof. T is an iteration theory by construction. By Lemma 13.26, 3 is a partial or- 
der on T. The fact that the theory operations and dagger are monotonic follows by 
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Corollary 13.21. For each n, p 20, the singleton =-congruence class containing the tree 
I,, is the least morphism n + p in T. q 
We will show that a subtheory of T is a Park theory which does not satisfy the 
weak functorial implication. 
Lemma 13.28. Suppose that f : 1 + p is a regular tree in ATR. Then the z- 
congruence c/ass of t contains a greatest element with respect to the partial order 
Proof. By Lemma 13.11, each =-congruence class 1 + p is a directed set with 
respect to the partial order C. Thus a =-congruence class contains a greatest element 
iff it contains a maximal element. The maximal elements are the reduced trees t, 
characterized by the following property: If ut E &, for some word u E [a]*, then tu 
has no balanced C-variant. 
By the above observation, we need to show that if f : 1 --+ p is regular then there 
is a reduced tree g : 1 + p with f C g. But define the sequence f 0, f1,. . of trees 
1 + p as follows. fo is f, and for all i20 fi+l is the tree such that if u E [co]* 
and ufi = CT, or if uf; E & and (fi)u has a balanced X-variant, then uf i+l = cr. 
Otherwise ufi+l = ufi. 
All members of this sequence are regular, the number of distinct subtrees of fi+l is 
at most the number of distinct subtrees of f i. Moreover, if f i # f i+l, then the number 
of distinct subtrees of f i+l whose roots are labeled in ZZ is less than the number of 
such distinct subtrees of f i. It follows that there is an integer j with fj = fj+l. But 
then g := fj is reduced, regular, and f C g. 0 
Definition 13.29. Let To be the subiteration theory of T determined by those =- 
congruence classes which contain at least one regular tree. 
Equipped with the partial order 5, To is also an ordered iteration theory with a 
monotonic dagger. 
Remark 13.30. By Lemma 13.28, To can also be represented as a theory of reduced 
regular trees. 
Proposition 13.31. To is a Park theory. 
Proof. Suppose that C : 1 --) 1 + p and D : 1 -+ p in To such that 
C-(D,l,) 3D. 
Let f E C and let g be the unique reduced tree in D. Then f. (g, lp) 5 g, so that 
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for j = 1 or j = 2. Define 
f(O) .= g . > 
,:I, := f .(f$k’, lp). 
Note that the modified power f @) defined in Example 5.10 is the tree f(lk) V’ 
It follows 
from (46) by a straightforward induction argument that 
fB’ bj9, (47) 
for all k>O. 
Recall that dom(f+) = Uk30dom(f(k)), and if u E dom(fck)) for some k 20, then 
uf+ = ufck). Recall the partial order < . Since fck) d ff’, for all k 2 0, it follows from 
(47) that dom(f+) C dam(g). Moreover, if uf+ E X, then ug = uf+, and if uf+ E 42 
then ug E AZ. Thus, if dom(f+) c dam(g) then f+ <2g. 
Suppose for the rest of the proof that dom(f+) = dam(g). Then for each u E [o]*, 
uf+ E X, iff ug E X,, and uf + E 42 iff ug E AZ. Moreover, if u f + E X, then 
uf t = ug. Suppose that j = 2 Then, by (47) and since dom(f+) = dam(g), we have 
f y’ = g, for all k 30. It follows that f t = g. Suppose that j = 1. If uf t = CI, then 
ufck) = G, for some k 20. Thus uf y’ is also G. In the same way, it follows that if 
uft is in Cl, then either ug = uft or ug = (T. Thus f+<lg. 
We have shown in each case that ft 3 g. Thus C+ 3 D. 0 
Theorem 13.32. There exists a Park theory which does not satisfy the weak functo- 
rial implication. 
Proof. We prove that the Park theory TO does not satisfy the weak functorial implica- 
tion. Let f = (f 1, f2) : 2 -+ 2 and g : 1 --t 1 be the following trees: 
fi := ~dXI,X2)> i = 1,2, 
g := @I ,x1), 
i.e., f i = air and g = 0~. 72, (The function q was defined in Section 5.1.) The =- 
equivalence class C of f is the singleton set {f}, and the =-equivalence class of g 
is the set 
D= {a,(x,,x,),az(x,,x1>,o(~c1,~1)}. 
The square 
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commutes, since gi(xr,xr) C o(xr ,x1), for i = 1,2. The components of ft are reduced 
and contain no vertex labeled c. Thus, Ct is the singleton congruence class {ft}. But 
Ct # z2 . Dt, for Dt contains the full binary tree whose vertices are labeled 0. 0 
Remark 13.33. By Remark 13.4, each theory in the quasi-variety A? defined in Re- 
mark 13.1 satisfies the weak ftmctorial implication. Thus, by Theorem 13.32, A! is 
properly included in 9’. 
Remark 13.34. We can prove that there exist an infinite number of quasi-varieties of 
ordered preiteration theories contained in 9 and containing R. 
14. Scott induction 
The Park induction principle can be seen as an instance of a more general principle 
attributed to Scott; cf. [34,37]. Below we formalise the Scott induction principle to 
involve only inequations. 
Definition 14.1. Suppose that T is an ordered theory equipped with a dagger operation. 
We say that the Scott induction principle holds in T, or that T satisfies the Scott 
induction principle, if for all f,g : k -+ n + p, h : n -+ n + p, if 
f . (Lip, lp) 6 9. (Inp, lp) 
and if 
f. (k 47) dg. ((3 lp) =+ f . (h. (9, lp), lp) dg (h. (k lp), 1P)’ 
for all 5 : n -+ p, then 
f . (A+, lp) d 9. (h+, lp). 
The case that k = n = 1 is called the scalar Scott induction principle. 
Proposition 14.2. Suppose that T is an ordered theory equipped with a dagger oper- 
ation. Suppose that for each ~20, the morphism 11, is the least morphism 1 + p 
in T. Then if the scalar Scott induction principle holds in T, then so does the scalar 
Park induction principle. 
Proof. Suppose that f : 1 ---f 1 + p and g : 1 + p in T with 
f. (CL lp) G 9. 
We need to show that f t <g. Define u := 11~ O,, v := 01@ g. Then 
(48) 
24. (II,, lp) = II, <g = l_l. (I,,, lp), 
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since Ii, is the least morphism 1 + p in T. And if 
5 = 1* . (l, lp) d 0. (5, lp) = g, 
for some 4 : 1 + p, then 
by (48). Thus, 
= u. (f . (e, &,), lp) 
f+ =u~(f+,lp)<v(f+,lp) =g. 0 
In the same way, we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 14.3. Suppose that T is an ordered preiteration theory. If the Scott in- 
duction principle holds in T then so does the Park induction principle. 
Definition 14.4. A Scott theory is an ordered preiteration theory such that the scalar 
parameter and scalar pairing identities, the inequation 
f4f+J,) Gf+, f: l+l+p, 
and the scalar Scott induction principle hold in T. 
Proposition 14.5. Suppose that T is an ordered preiteration theory equipped with a 
dagger operation. 
1. If the (scalar) parameter identity, the inequation 
f.(f+,l,) <f+, f :ndn+p, 
and the Scott induction principle hold in T, then T is a Scott theory. 
2. If T is a Scott theory, then T is a Park theory. 
Corollary 14.6. Each Scott theory is an ordered iteration theory with a monotonic 
dagger. The variety of ordered preiteration theories with a monotonic dagger gener- 
ated by the class of Scott theories is the class IT2 of all ordered iteration theories 
with a monotonic dagger. The variety of ordered preiteration theories generated by 
the class of Scott theories is the class IT, of all ordered iteration theories. 
Proof. This follows from the previous results together with the fact that each w- 
continuous theory is a Scott theory as is each rational theory. In fact, each rational 
theory satisfies the Scott induction principle. Moreover, each free ordered iteration 
theory (with a monotonic dagger) is rational and can be embedded in an w-continuous 
theory. 17 
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Corollary 14.7. The variety of preiteration theories generated by the unordered 
reducts of the Scott theories is the class of all iteration theories. 
Remark 14.8. It is shown in [22] that there is a Park theory which is not a Scott 
theory. 
Remark 14.9. There is an equational version of the (scalar) Scott induction principle 
which is obtained by replacing inequalities with equalities in Definition 14.1. It is shown 
in [22] that the Conway identities and this version of the Scott induction principle are 
complete for the equational theory of iteration theories, but the scalar equational Scott 
induction principle and the Conway identities are not. In fact, the following stronger 
result is proved in [22]. There exists a Conway theory T which is not an iteration 
theory and satisfies the following version of the Scott induction principle. For all f,g : 
k -+ 1 + p and scalar h : 1 + 1 + p, if 
f. (&I, $7) = 9. (b,, l/J) 
and if 
f . (t, &J = 9. (5, lp) * f . (h. (t, $), lp) = 9. (h. (t, $), $J, 
for all l : n + p, then 
f . (hi, l/J = 9. (A+, lp). 
Open problem. Does there exist a Scott theory which does not satisfy the Scott induc- 
tion principle? 
15. A simple mu-language 
In this section we rephrase one part of the main result Theorem 6.1 by using a 
simple language of mu-terms. We start with a technical definition. 
Suppose that C is a signature and that X is a countably infinite set disjoint from Z. 
The set of mu-terms on Z, denoted TX, is defined to be the smallest set of expressions 
satisfying the following: 
l CsUXCTz, 
l d E c,, t1,..., tn E TX, n > 0 + o(tl,.. .,t,,) E Tz, 
l t E Tz, x E X =+ px.t E Tz. 
The variable x is bound in pt. We identify mu-terms which differ only in their 
bound variables (a-conversion). Hence, when needed, we may tacitly assume that a 
variable occurring bound in a mu-term is different from any other variable under con- 
sideration. 
The set FV(t) of free variables in the term t is defined as usual. We will 
sometimes write t = t[xl,. . . , x,J to indicate that the pairwise distinct variables 
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xi, i E [n] = (1,. . . , n}, may have a free occurrence, but no bound occurrence, in t. 
Further, if t = t[xl, . . . ,x,1 and ti, i E [n] are mu-terms, we let 
denote the term obtained by substituting the term ti for the variable x, in t, for each 
i E [n]. By our convention about the bound variables, no free variable may become 
bound as the result of the substitution. Thus, if t = c(x,, . . . ,xn), the term a(tl,. . , t,,) 
is t[tl/xl,. . . , t,/x,]. 
Note the following fact about substitution. Suppose that t = t[x, y] E Tz. and t’ = 
(ti ,..., th)ET,“,wherexEXandy=(yi ,..., y,,,) E X”’ such that the components of 
y are all distinct and different from x. Then, if x does not occur free in any component 
of t’, 
(WtNt’lYl = Pdt[t’lYl). (49) 
The term I is dejined to be the mu-term p.xx, where x is a variable. The following 
definition is an adaptation of the definition of preiteration algebras from [8] to the 
ordered case. 
Definition 15.1. Suppose that A is a non-empty poset and for each t E Tz, t.4 is a 
function AX + A depending at most on the arguments that correspond to some variable 
in IV(t). We call the system consisting of the set A and the functions tA, where t is 
a mu-term, an ordered preiteration C-algebra, if the following hold: 
l ForeachxEXandpEAX, 
XA(P> =P(X). 
l For each mu-term t[tl/x,, . . . , t,,/x,,] and for each p E AX, 
(t[t1/x1,..., um4(P) = h(d), 
where 
lo’(x) = 
(ti)A(P) if X = Xi, i E [n], 
p(x) otherwise. 
l For each mu-term t and for each p,p’ E AX, 
l For each mu-terms t, t’ and for each x E X, 
l IA is the constant mapping with value the least element of the poset A. 
(50) 
(51) 
In (50), the condition p Q p’ means that p(x) 6 p’(x), for all x E X. Similarly, we 
define tA d ti for mu-terms t and t’ if tA(p) < t;(p), for all p E AX. It follows that if 
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tA<$ and (ti)A<(ti)A, i E [n], then 
(t[tl/X1,...,tn/X,])A d (t’[t;/%...,t;/x,])A. 
Remark 15.2. Each ordered preiteration algebra may be considered as an ordered d- 
algebra, for a signature A; see [5,8]. The ordered preiteration algebras as defined here 
correspond to the ordered preiteration theories with a monotonic dagger. 
Remark 15.3. It is possible to give another reasonable definition of ordered preiteration 
algebras, see also [ 171. A strong ordered preiteration Z-algebra is a non-empty poset 
A equipped with operations tA : AX -+ A, for t E Tz, which satisfy conditions similar 
to that defining ordered preiteration algebras. However, instead of (51) we require that 
for each t[x], t’[x] E T,, where x E X, and for each p E AX, if 
for all a E A, where d(x) = a and p”,(v) = p(y), for all y # x, then 
It is immediate that each strong ordered preiteration algebra is an ordered preiteration 
algebra. The converse fails. Nevertheless, all of the ordered preiteration algebras which 
arise naturally are strong; see below. 
Example 15.4. The set TZ of mu-terms gives rise to an ordered preiteration algebra, 
in fact a strong ordered preiteration algebra. First we define a partial order < on T,. 
Suppose that t, t’ E Tz. Then t d t’ if 
0 t=I,ort=t’E&UX,or 
0 t = a(t1,..., tn) and t’ = o(ti,. . .,th) for some (i E C,, it > 0, and for some terms 
ti, t; with ti 6 t:, i E [n], or 
l t = ,ux.tl and t’ = ,ux.ti, for some terms tl and ti with tl < ti. 
Suppose that FV(t) C{xl,. . . ,xn}. We define 
b,(P) = t[th,. . . > ~d%l, 
where ti = xip, i E [TZ]. It follows that 
for all t E TZ and p : X + Tz, where by a-conversion we may assume that the variable 
x does not occur in the terms p(v) with y E FV(p.x.t), see (49). 
Example 15.5. Suppose that A is an ordinary C-algebra such that the set A is a cpo 
with least element -L and the operations are monotonic (or continuous). We may turn 
A into an ordered preiteration C-algebra such that (,m.t)A(p) is the least jixed point of 
the map a ++ tA(&), where the notation p”, was defined above. The resulting ordered 
preiteration algebra is a strong ordered preiteration algebra. 
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Definition 15.6. Suppose that A and B are ordered preiteration Z-algebras. A homo- 
morphism from A to B is an order-preserving function h : A + B such that for each 
term t the diagram 
commutes. 
Here, @ denotes the function p H p’ such that p’(x) = h@(x)), for all x E X. Note 
that if h is a homomorphism A + B, then h(l) = I, i.e., h maps the least element of 
A to the least element of B. 
We denote by C-Alg the category of ordered preiteration C-algebras. 
Example 15.7. Suppose that A is an ordered preiteration C-algebra and that f : X + A 
is a function. Let t be a mu-term. We can write t as t = tr,(p), where p : x H x, for 
all x E X. Define f’(t) = tA(p’), where p’ : x H f(x). Then f” is a homomorphism 
r, + A extending f. Clearly, f” is the only such homomorphism. 
Suppose that A and B are ordered preiteration algebras. We call A a subalgebra of 
B if A &B and the inclusion A - B is an order reflective homomorphism, so that for 
any a, a’ E A, a <a’ in A iff a <a’ in B. We call A a quotient or homomorphic image 
of B if there is a surjective homomorphism B + A. If Ai, i E I, are ordered preiteration 
C-algebras, the product B = ni,, Ai is defined pointwise. Suppose that t E TX and 
p E Bx. For each i E I, define pi E AT, x H (xp)i. Then, by definition, 
for all i E I. It can be seen easily that B, equipped with the pointwise partial order, is 
indeed an ordered preiteration algebra. 
We will use S, H, P in connection with ordered preiteration algebras to denote 
the operators of forming subalgebras, quotients and products. Thus, if K is a class of 
ordered preiteration C-algebras, we write 
l S(K) for the class of all ordered preiteration C-algebras which are subalgebras of 
an ordered preiteration algebra in K; 
l H(K) for the class of all quotients of ordered preiteration algebras in K; 
l P(K) for the class of all products of ordered preiteration algebras in K. 
Definition 15.8. Let K be a class of preiteration Z-algebras. Then K is a variety if 
K = S(K) = H(K) = P(K). 
Just as in ordinary universal algebra, varieties are precisely those classes of ordered 
preiteration algebras that can be defined by inequations. 
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An inequation is a pair of mu-terms (t, t’) E Ti usually written t d t’. We say that 
the inequation t 6 t’ holds in the ordered preiteration algebra A, or that A satisjies the 
inequation t 6 t’, when tA <tL. For any class K of preiteration C-algebras, we let Eq(K) 
denote the set of all inequations that hold in every algebra in K. Further, when E is 
a set of inequations, we write Mod(E) to denote the class of all ordered preiteration 
algebras that satisfy the inequations in E. 
Suppose that ti and ti are mu-terms in Tz. We say that a preiteration Z-algebra 
satisfies the implication 
t1 <tz =3 t; <t;, 
if for all P E AX, if (tlh(p)6(t2h(p) then (tiMp)<(t~Mp). 
Varieties of ordered preiteration algebras have many similarities with the varieties 
of ordinary (ordered) universal algebras, but there are significant differences due to the 
fact that, as ordinary algebras, the class of preiteration algebras is not a variety. In 
fact, it is not even a universal class. 
A variant of Birkhoff s theorem holds, see [5,8] for the unordered case. 
Theorem 15.9. A class K of ordered preiteration C-algebras is a variety if and only 
if K = Mod(E), for some set E of inequations. 
In particular, K is a variety if and only if K = Mod(Eq(K)). Note that each class 
K of ordered preiteration algebras is contained in a least variety I’. We have I’ = 
HSP(K) = Mod(Eq(K)). 
Definition 15.10. The class of ordered iteration C-algebras is the variety generated 
by the ordered preiteration algebras of Example 15.5. 
Remark 15.11. Ordered iteration algebras correspond to ordered iteration theories with 
a monotonic dagger. It is possible to give an (in)equational axiomatization of ordered 
iteration algebras by translating the axioms defining ordered iteration theories (with a 
monotonic dagger) into the mu-language; see [8]. 
Definition 15.12. Suppose that A is an ordered preiteration C-algebra. We say that A 
is a Park algebra if A satisfies the inequation 
t[p.t/xl d t 
and the following implication: 
CY/xl d Y * P.t d y> 
for all t = t[x] E TX and variable y which does not occur free in t. 
(The meaning of the implication is that for all p : X --+ A and t[x] E Tz, (px.t)(p) is 
the least pre-fixed point of the map a H t(d)), a E A.) 
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Below, we use the language of mu-terms to formalize the part of Theorem 6.1 
concerning Park theories. In order to have a formalization of the other parts, one needs 
to generalize the notion of an ordered preiteration algebra. We omit the details. 
Theorem 15.13. The variety generated by the class of all Park C-algebras is the 
class of all ordered iteration C-algebras. 
Remark 15.14. There are several alternatives. One might wish to define a Park C- 
algebra to be an ordered preiteration C-algebra A satisfying the axiom 
(t[t’/Jrl)‘4 <t; =+ (@)A <t;, 
for all mu-terms t[x] and t’. Theorem 15.13 remains valid with this definition of Park 
algebras. Other variants involve strong ordered preiteration algebras. 
Remark 15.15. Theorem 15.13 provides a semantic formalization of the completeness 
of the Park induction principle. One can translate the result into a complete deductive 
system which, in addition to the usual axioms and rules of (in)equational logic, includes 
the axiom 
t[p.x.t/x] d t 
and the rule 
for all mu-terms t = t[x] and variable y which does not occur in t. Then an inequation 
t d t’ holds in all iteration C-algebras iff it can be derived within this system. (Of course, 
all substitution instances of the above rule may be used in a formal derivation.) 
16. Further work 
One interesting conjecture is that the Conway identities and the group identities 
associated with the finite (simple) groups provide a complete equational axiomatization 
of iteration theories. This conjecture has been solved recently by utilizing a new proof 
of the Krohr-Rhodes decomposition theorem. See [20,21]. 
The results of the paper have a 2-categorical generalization replacing least pre-fixed 
points by initial fixed points. This is considered in [23]. 
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